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Abstract
In this paper, we generalize and develop results of Queffe´lec allowing us to characterize the
spectrum of an aperiodic Zd substitution. Specifically, we describe the Fourier coefficients of
mutually singular measures of pure type giving rise to the maximal spectral type of the trans-
lation operator on L2, without any assumptions on primitivity or height, and show singularity
for aperiodic bijective commutative Zd substitutions. Moreover, we provide a simple algorithm
to determine the spectrum of aperiodic q-substitutions, and use this to show singularity of
Queffe´lec’s noncommutative bijective substitution, as well as the Table tiling, answering an
open question of Solomyak. Finally, we show that every ergodic matrix of measures on a
compact metric space can be diagonalized, which we use in the proof of the main result.
Substitutions are of interest to us as models of aperiodic phenomena - for example, mathe-
matical quasicrystals, see [3]. Here, we consider higher dimensional analogues of substitutions of
constant length, or substitutions on Zd-indexed sequences which replace letters in a finite alpha-
bet with a rectangular block of letters, and which we call q-substitutions. As usual, we study the
translation operator on the hull of a substitution, or the collection of all Zd-indexed sequences
whose local patterns can be produced by the substitution. Our primary interest is the spectrum
of the translation action, and our analysis is based on the work of Queffe´lec, which describes the
spectrum of one-sided primitive and aperiodic constant length substitutions of trivial height. Our
formulation emphasizes the arithmetic properties of q-substitutions and the recognizability prop-
erties afforded by aperiodicity, describing the spectrum of such a substitution by identifying its
discrete, singular continuous, and absolutely continuous spectral components as a sum of mutually
singular measures of pure type with readily computable Fourier coefficients. This is done using
a representation consistent with the abelianization (which gives rise to the substitution matrix)
and separates the analysis into two parts: the correlation measures, which depend on how letters
are arranged upon substitution or their configuration, and the spectral hull, a convex set which
depends only on substituted letters and not their arrangement within the blocks.
An important notion in tiling theory is that of local rules which force global (aperiodic) order.
A result of Moze´s [17] asserts that self-similar tilings corresponding to Zd substitutions for d ą 1
can be obtained from local pattern matching rules (by increasing the size of the alphabet), whereas
this assertion is false for d “ 1, see [3] for details and more recent work in this direction. Moreover,
it is known that mathematical diffraction spectrum is included in the dynamical spectrum (that of
the translation operator on L2, which we study here) as a consequence of Dworkin’s argument [9]
(see also [14], [4] and references therein), and so q-substitutions are of interest as they allow us to
describe dynamical and diffractive properties of higher dimensional mathematical quasicrystals.
This research is part of a Ph.D. Thesis (under the direction of Boris Solomyak) at the University of Washington,
was supported by NSF grants RTG-0838212 and DMS-1361424.
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Although our main result is the extension of Queffe´lec’s work in [19] to aperiodic q-substitutions,
our primary goal is an algorithm for determining their spectrum, and so we summarize the paper
while discussing the main results in this context. For us, this means characterization of the maxi-
mal spectral type σmax (see §1.2) of the translation operator on L
2 in terms of its discrete, singular
continuous, and absolutely continuous components. Loosely speaking, the algorithm relies on a
representation of a substitution S in matrix algebras, by associating instruction, substitution, and
coincidence matrices Rj,MS PMApCq and CS PMA2pCq given by
pRjqα,β :“
#
1 if α “ pSβq pjq
0 if α ‰ pSβq pjq
MS “
ř
jPr0,qqRj CS :“
ř
jPr0,qqRj bRj
respectively, where r0,qq “ tj P Zd : 0 ď ji ă qi @i u and b is the Kronecker product, see §2.2.
Due to results of Michel [15] extended by Cortez and Solomyak [7], we know that the invariant
measures of the substitution subshift XS correspond to the core of MS , a convex subset of C
A
consisting of strictly positive linear combinations of the Perron vectors of MS . Here, the extreme
points of the core correspond to ergodic invariant measures supporting minimal components of
the subshift, see §1.1. Thus, fixing a positive linear combination u P CA of the Perron vectors of
the primitive components of S has the effect of fixing an invariant measure µ PMpXS , T q on the
subshift supported by all of its ergodic invariant measures.
Our main result, theorem 3.15 in §3.4 establishes a similar representation for the spectrum of
S. Specifically, it identifies the spectrum of S with the spectral hull K, a convex subset of CA
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consisting of strongly positive left Q-eigenvectors of CS , a positivity condition relating to positive
definiteness in MApCq, see §3.3. The extreme points K
˚ correspond to measures ergodic for the
q-shift on Td Ă Cd (conjugate to multiplication by q on Rd{Zd), which gives us a decomposition
of the spectrum into mutually singular measures of pure, and readily identifiable, type.
The correspondence here is explicitly provided by taking the vectors in the spectral hull to
corresponding linear combinations of correlation measures σαβ , or spectral measures for indicator
functions of sequences with fixed value at the origin. Using arithmetic properties of q-substitutions
(proposition 2.2) and recognizability properties of aperiodic q-substitutions (Mosse´’s theorem
2.9, extended by Solomyak), we can explicitly compute the Fourier coefficients of the correlation
measures via a linear recursion (theorem 3.6) in the instruction matrices. By the main result, this
allows us to compute the Fourier coefficients of mutually singular measures of pure type giving
rise to the spectrum of S via convolution with a q-adic support measure on Td, the d-torus.
For an aperiodic q-substitution S on A, compute the maximal spectral type σmax by finding
1. the matrices Rj for j P r0,qq, MS and CS , and the primitive reduced forms (1) of S and S b S
2. a strictly positive linear combination u P CA of the Perron vectors of MS
3. the spectral hull, or the strongly positive Q-eigenspace of Ct
S
, and its extreme points K˚
4. the Fourier coefficients yσαβpkq, computed via theorem 3.6 for αβ P A2 and k P Zd.
5. the Fourier coefficients of the measures λv “
ř
αβPA2 vαβσαβ for v P K
˚ Ă CA
2
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so that, by theorem 3.15, the maximal spectral type σmax of S is the sum of ωq ˚ λv as v ranges
over the extreme points of the spectral hull, where ωq is a support measure for the q-adic roots of
unity in Td and ˚ is convolution of measures. We work out the above algorithm for the Thue-Morse
substitution as we develop our results, in addition to several detailed examples in §4.
We organize the paper as follows: in §1, we discuss some preliminaries for the theory of Zd-
indexed substitution dynamical systems, including their invariant measures and spectrum. In §2
we develop arithmetic properties of q-substitutions which, along with an aperiodicity result of
Mosse´ extended by Solomyak, allow us to prove a recursive identity related to invariant measures
which arise when studying their spectral theory. In §3, we separate the spectral characterization
problem of an aperiodic q-substitution into a study of its correlation measures and spectral hull;
see theorems 3.4 and 3.15. There, we use the measure recursion to explicitly compute Fourier
coefficients of the correlation measures (theorem 3.6), and describe an algorithm for characterizing
the spectral hull (proposition 3.13) of a q-substitution. These combine via theorem 3.15 to
give explicit formulae for the Fourier coefficients of measures of pure type which determine the
spectrum of an aperiodic q-substitution. Further, we show that aperiodic bijective commutative
q-substitutions have purely singular (to Lebesgue) spectrum, generalizing a result of Baake and
Grimm in [2]. Following this, we compute several examples in §4, including the spectrum of
the Table substitution tiling [22], and correct an example of Queffe´lec which was mistakingly
identified as having Lebesgue component in its spectrum (see example 4.1). In §5 we prove a
diagonalization result for operator valued measures ergodic for a continuous transformation of a
compact metric space, allowing us to prove theorem 3.15, whose proof is delayed as it is rather
involved and not relevant to the algorithm or statement of the result. Finally, at the end we
include a brief notation and terminology reference for the benefit of the reader.
Before beginning, we make a remark on a particularly important notational convention. We
will be working extensively with the ring Zd, and wish to do so by interpreting all operations and
relations on Zd coordinatewise. We represent Zd integers in boldface i, j,k, etc, and denote the
components of k with ki for 1 ď i ď d. The symbols 0,1 represent the Z
d integers all of whose
coordinates are 0, 1 respectively, and for 1 ď i ď d, let 1i P Z
d be the integer 0 in all coordinates
but the i-th, where it is 1, so that 1 “
řd
1
1i. For a,b P Z
d, the inequalities a ă b or a ď b
should be interpreted as holding in each coordinate simultaneously, i.e. ai ă bi, for 1 ď i ď d,
and so defines a partial order on Zd. Additionally, whenever a ď b, the interval notation ra,bs
or ra,bq should be interpreted componentwise in the usual way, giving rise to (semi-)rectangles
in Zd. For t P Z, we have ta “ pta1, . . . , tadq, with a` b and ab representing the usual sum and
componentwise product, and we define a
h
P Qd as the componentwise quotient for h ě 1. The dot
product of two vectors will be denoted utv. Finally, for z P Td, k P Zd write zn “ pzn
1
, . . . , znd q
and zk “ pzk1
1
, . . . , z
kd
d q, so that z
n, zk P Td. With these notations established, we proceed to the
next section where we describe the full Zd-shift on a finite alphabet and substitutions of constant
length in Zd, which we call q-substitutions.
3
1 Substitution Dynamical Systems
Fix a dimension d ě 1. An alphabet is a finite set A consisting of at least 2 letters which we
will frequently denote with symbols α, β, γ, δ. Often, we will consider alphabets of the form
t0, 1, . . . , s´ 1u, and s will always refer to the size of the alphabet. Consider the collection of all
functions from Zd Ñ A, which can be identified with the product space AZ
d
of all Zd-indexed se-
quences with values in A. The elements of AZ
d
are sequences, denoting them with letters A,B,C,
etc. Endowing A with the discrete topology, consider the topology of pointwise convergence on
AZ
d
, or equivalently the product topology when viewed as a sequence space. Addition on Zd
gives rise to a Zd-action of commuting automorphisms, which act by translation on AZ
d
sending
k ÞÑ T k where T k : AZ
d
Ñ AZ
d
sends A to the sequence T kA defined by T kApjq :“ Apj ` kq.
We call this action the shift and denote it by T. The pair pAZ
d
, T q is an invertible topological
dynamical system, the full shift, and we let B denote the σ-algebra of its Borel measurable sets.
By a block (or word in the d “ 1 case) we mean a map ω from a finite subset of Zd into A,
denoting the domain of a block by supppωq, and letting A` denote the collection of all blocks in
AZ
d
. Here, blocks differ from convention in two significant ways: they need not be contiguous,
and they need not start at 0 index. We will routinely identify blocks with their graphs, or the
image of the map j ÞÑ pj, ωpjqq P Zd ˆA, as this is often convenient and coincides with the tiling
perspective of substitutions, as treated by Radin [20]. For ω P A` and A P A` Y AZ
d
, we say
ω is extended by A (writing ω ď A) whenever A extends ω as a function into A; we say ω is a
subblock (or subword in the d “ 1 case) of A if T kω is extended by A, for some k P Zd. If ω P A`
is a block, the cylinder over ω is the collection
rωs :“ tC P AZ
d
: Cpjq “ ωpjq for j P supppωqu “ tC P AZ
d
: ω ď Cu
so that cylinders over blocks A` correspond to the standard basis for the topology of AZ
d
. The
alphabet A is a discrete compact set, and so AZ
d
is totally disconnected as every cylinder is both
open and closed, and compact by the Tychonoff theorem. As every A P AZ
d
is in the intersection
of the cylinders rAns where An is the subblock of A supported in r´n1, n1s, this implies A
Zd is a
perfect set. Thus, the full shift pAZ
d
, T q is an invertible topological dynamical system, consisting
of a Zd-action of commuting automorphisms acting on a Cantor set of functions Zd Ñ A.
A substitution is a map S : AÑ A`, replacing each letter by a block. In the d “ 1 case, substi-
tutions of many types are considered, but we wish to consider only the class of substitutions which
generalize substitutions of constant length. Fix q ą 1, and write Q :“ q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qd “ Cardr0,qq. A
substitution S is a q-substitution if all the blocks Spαq have r0,qq as their common support.
For such substitutions, we can inflate about 0 by q and subdivide mod 1 by identifying Zd with
qZd ` r0,qq, allowing S to replace the letter at each index with the r0,qq-block associated with
it. This inflate and subdivision process extends S to sequences over arbitrary subsets of Zd, and
gives rise to many arithmetic properties of q-substitutions, which we discuss in §2. We now show
how to associate a subshift to a given substitution, after which we detail some essential results
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and preliminaries for the spectral theory of substitution subshifts.
The language LS Ă A
` of a substitution is the collection of all blocks ω P A` which appear
as subwords of Snpγq for some n P N and γ P A. Associating blocks with their graphs, this can
be thought of as the collection of all finite patterns attainable by the substitution; by definition,
it is both shift-invariant and closed under the action of S. The substitution subshift of S is the
collection XS consisting of those sequences in A
Zd , all of whose subblocks appear in the language
of S. By the reduced language of S, we mean the collection of all blocks in A` that appear in
some word A P XS , and can be strictly smaller than the language; as this has no effect on the
measure theoretic or topological structure of XS , we will often assume our language is reduced.
Let S be a q-substitution on A. As the alphabet is finite, we can always find some h ą 0 and
η : r´1,0s Ñ A so that pShηqpcq “ ηpcq for c P r´1,0s. Then η acts as a seed for the subshift:
by construction, the sequence of blocks Snhη defined on r´qnh,qnhq are nested, as Snhη extends
Smhη whenever n ě m. As AZ
d
is endowed with the topology of point-wise convergence and as
q ą 1, the sequence Snhη converges to a unique limit point Dη P A
Zd which is also in XS by
construction, and so XS is nonempty for any q-substitution on A.
Thus XS is a nonempty closed and shift-invariant (by definition) subset of A
Zd and pXS , T q
forms a topological subshift of the full shift AZ
d
called a substitution dynamical system. A useful
property of substitution subshifts is their independence of the iterate used: for n ą 0, XSn “ XS ,
sometimes referred to as telescope invariance, see [7, Lemma 2.9]. Note that S restricts from AZ
d
to a map on XS , and the Borel σ-algebra for XS is generated by the cylinders over blocks in
the reduced language LS . As our goal is to study the spectral theory of substitution dynamical
systems, we adopt the convention that all cylinders are intersected with XS . Finally, letMpXS , T q
denote the space of T -invariant (µ “ µ ˝ T k for all k P Zd) Borel probability measures on XS ;
note that MpXS , T q is a compact convex set, the extreme points of which are ergodic, see [26].
1.1 Invariant Measures
Consider the vector space CA of formal linear combinations in the letters of A, represented in the
basis eα, for α P A, and MApCq the space of AˆA-indexed matrices. Given a substitution S on
A, its substitution matrix MS PMApCq is the nonnegative matrix whose α, γ entry is the number
of times α appears in the word Spγq. This representation is often called the abelianization of S
as it represents the symbols produced by the substitution irrespective of position. The expansion
of a substitution is the spectral radius of its substitution matrix; in the case of q-substitutions,
the expansion is Q “ Cardr0,qq as the substitution matrix is Q-column stochastic, see §2.2. A
substitution is primitive if for some n ą 0, α appears in the block Snpγq, for every α, γ P A.
Thus, the substitution matrix of a primitive substitution is a primitive matrix: there exists some
n ą 0 so that MSn “ M
n
S
has strictly positive entries. By the Perron-Frobenius theorem, the
spectral radius of a primitive matrix is a simple eigenvalue with a strictly positive eigenvector u,
normalized to a probability vector and called the Perron vector of S, see [12, Theorem 8.1,2].
The following result of Michel [15] relates the invariant measures of a primitive substitution
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subshift to the Q-eigenspace of its substitution matrix, see [20, Lemma 1.5] for the Zd setting.
Theorem 1.1 (Michel). If S is a primitive q-substitution, then MpXS , T q “ tµu is uniquely
ergodic, µ ˝ S “ 1
Q
µ, and if u P CA is the Perron vector of MS , then µrαs “ uα for α P A.
As the collection of cylinders over the language of a substitution generate the Borel σ-algebra of
its subshift, an invariant measure µ is uniquely determined by the measures of the initial cylinders
rαs “ tA P XS : Ap0q “ αu for α P A. In the case of non-primitive substitutions, there will be a
nonempty proper subset A0 Ĺ A such that S
h restricts to a substitution on the subalphabet A0,
for some h ą 0. Using this, we can express a substitution in its primitive reduced form:
Proposition 1.2. If S is a q-substitution on A, then there is an h ą 0 and a partition of the
alphabet A “ E1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ EK \ T , where \ denotes disjoint union, so that
• Sh : Ej Ñ E
`
j is primitive for 1 ď j ď K • γ P T implies S
hpγq R T `
Clearly, K “ 1 and T “ H if and only if S is primitive. We call the partition tE1, . . . , EK ,T u
the ergodic decomposition of S, its members Ej the ergodic classes of S, and T its transient part,
compare [19, §10.1]. As the transient part T is equal to Ar\Ej , it suffices to specify the ergodic
classes E “ tE1, . . . , EKu, and we will do this frequently. Restricting S to each ergodic class gives
the primitive components of S, and we refer to their collective Perron vectors as the Perron vectors
of S. The minimal such h ą 0 satisfying the above proposition is the index of imprimitivity ; as
telescoping has no effect on the subshift, we will assume that all of our substitutions have index
of imprimitivity 1 as this directly impacts the existence of several limits in our analysis.
Example 1.3. Consider the 2-substitution S on the alphabet A “ t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6u given by
S :
$’’&’’%
1 ÞÑ 25 4 ÞÑ 43
2 ÞÑ 13 5 ÞÑ 31
3 ÞÑ 52 6 ÞÑ 25
with MS “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚
0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
and S2 :
$’’&’’%
1 ÞÑ 1331 4 ÞÑ 4352
2 ÞÑ 2552 5 ÞÑ 5225
3 ÞÑ 3113 6 ÞÑ 1331
with M2S “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚
2 0 2 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 2 0
2 0 2 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 0
0 2 0 0 2 0
2 0 2 0 0 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
Thus, its index of imprimitivity is 2 with ergodic classes t1, 3u and t2, 5u and transient part
t4, 6u. Note that reordering the basis consistent with the ergodic decomposition puts M2
S
into
block upper triangular form - the diagonal blocks corresponding to the primitive components.
We comment briefly on a few aspects of the substitution matrix and Perron-Frobenius theory,
see [12] noting that our matrices are Q-column (not row) stochastic. The spectral radius ρ of MS
is the expansion of the substitution, and Frobenius theory [12, III §2 Theorem 2] tells us that all
eigenvalues of modulus ρ correspond to roots of unity (times ρ). The index of imprimitivity is
then the smallest h ą 0 such that λh “ Qh for every eigenvalue λ of modulus Q for MS , allowing
one to find the index of imprimitivity from the eigenvalues of the substitution matrix, see also
[12, III §5]. A normal form for reducible matrices is described in [12, III §4 (69)], allowing us to
write MS via a permutation of the basis in block form
MS “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
M1 M˜1
.
.
.
.
.
.
MK M˜K
MT
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚ with matrices
$’’&’’%
Mi P MEi pCq for 1 ď i ď K
M˜i P MEiˆT pCq for 1 ď i ď K
MT P MT pCq
(1)
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where all unrepresented blocks are 0. Moreover, the diagonal blocks M1, . . . ,MK are all primitive
when exponentiated by the index of imprimitivity, and so this serves as a proof of the above
proposition. As MS is Q-stochastic by column, an application of [12, III §4 Theorem 6] shows
the spectral radius of the M1, . . . ,MK are all Q, whereas that of MT is strictly less than Q. As
the matrices Mhi are primitive, their Q
h-eigenvectors are determined by the Perron vectors of S
which by the above representation of MS will be mutually orthogonal, and proves the following:
Lemma 1.4. If S is a q-substitution, the Perron vectors of S span the Q-eigenvectors of MS .
All other eigenvalues of the substitution matrix are strictly smaller than Q in modulus.
A substitution S is aperiodic if XS contains no shift-periodic elements, or if T
kA “ A implies
k “ 0 for all A P XS . In [7], Cortez and Solomyak use results of Bezuglyi and others in [6]
characterizing the invariant measures on aperiodic and stationary Bratteli diagrams to extend
Michel’s theorem 1.1 to aperiodic q-substitutions; our version is a corollary of [7, Theorem 3.8]:
Theorem 1.5 (Cortez and Solomyak). The ergodic measures of an aperiodic q-substitution are
the uniquely ergodic measures corresponding to its primitive components.
Proof. By lemma 1.4 and (1) above, the eigenvalues corresponding to the transient letters MT
are strictly dominated by the expansion of the substitution. Thus, the distinguished eigenvalues,
see [6], are those corresponding to MS restricted to its ergodic classes, which is the substitution
matrix of S when restricted to its ergodic classes, and the result follows from [6, Corollary 5.6]
In particular, there are at most CardpAq ergodic measures for any substitution subshift and
the study of invariant measures for q-substitutions reduces to the primitive case. By the above,
one can express any invariant measure as a convex sum of the uniquely ergodic measures for
the primitive components and thus extend the scaling property of theorem 1.1 to nonprimitive
subshifts. Moreover, the vector u “ pµprαsqqαPA will be the same convex combination of mutually
orthogonal Perron vectors corresponding to the primitive components of S.
1.2 Spectral Theory
Given a measure µ PMpXS , T q, we are interested in the (unitary) translation operator f ÞÑ f ˝T
on L2pµq, the space of complex valued square integrable functions onXS , the substitution subshift.
For each pair f, g P L2pµq, there is a complex Borel measure σf,g on the d-Torus T
d called the
spectral measure for f, g, with Fourier coefficients satisfying the identity
yσf,gpkq :“ ż
Td
z´k1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ z´kdd dσf,g “
ż
X
f ˝ T´k g dµ (2)
Note that σf :“ σf,f is a positive measure for every nonzero f P L
2pµq by Bochner’s theorem; one
extends to arbitrary pairs f, g using polarization. By the spectral theorem for unitary operators,
there is a maximal function F P L2pµq such that for any g P L2pµq, the spectral measure for g
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is absolutely continuous with respect to that of F, or σg ! σF , and every measure λ ! σF is the
spectral measure of some g P L2pµq. Although the maximal function is not unique, their spectral
measures have the same type: they are mutually absolutely continuous. We denote the type of
σF by σmaxpµq, the maximal spectral type of pXS , T, µq. In light of theorem 1.5, we define the
spectrum of S as the sum of the maximal spectral types of the primitive components, so that if
ES denotes the ergodic measures of XS :
σmax :“
ř
µPES
σmaxpµq (3)
noting that this is well defined up to measure equivalence. Using identity (2) and the Krein-
Milman theorem, one can see that σf,gpµq ! σmax for every µ P MpXS , T q and f, g P L
2pµq,
justifying the definition. By Lebesgue decomposition, σmax can be separated into pure types, or
its discrete, singular and absolutely continuous components on Td and is essentially our goal.
In the case of q-substitutions and their substitution subshifts, the discrete component is
well understood: it is a multiplicative subgroup of Td corresponding to q and the height of a
substitution, as described by Dekking in [8] (and extended to Zd by Frank in [10]) which also
includes a complete classification of the pure discrete case: see section 3.1 for more details. Study
of the continuous spectrum is based on the work of Queffe´lec, which relates the maximal spectral
type of a substitution to correlation measures σαβ for α, β P A, the spectral measures with respect
to translation for the indicator functions of initial cylinders rαs and rβs.
Due to Dekking’s work, our interest is primarily in the continuous spectrum of S, and distin-
guishing the purely singular case from those with Lebesgue components in their spectrum. Note
that this is a nontrivial problem: the Thue-Morse substitution is an example of a substitution
with purely singular spectrum, possessing both discrete and continuous components, whereas the
Rudin-Shapiro substitution has a discrete and absolutely continuous component, with no singular
continuous spectrum. Moreover, one can form a substitution product of Thue-Morse and Rudin-
Shapiro to obtain a substitution with discrete, singular continuous, and absolutely continuous
components in its spectrum, which we consider in example 4.6; see also [1, §2]. For higher dimen-
sional examples, we have the work of Baake and Grimm which shows a large class of substitutions
on 2 symbols to be purely singular to Lebesgue spectrum, see [2], as well as Frank’s paper [11]
describing a collection of substitutions with Lebesgue spectral component.
2 Aperiodic q-Substitutions
The goal of this section is to represent q-substitutions as a configuration of instructions, describing
how the substitution replaces symbols by location, and exposing their arithmetic properties.
Moreover, we describe a representation of q-substitutions in matrix algebras which, along with
recognizability properties afforded by aperiodicity, allows us to iteratively compute the invariant
measure of an arbitrary cylinder of XS , or the frequency with which any finite pattern appears
in the subshift. This allows us to explicitly compute Fourier coefficients (14) of the correlation
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measures, as yσαβpkq is the measure of a cylinder specified by the block 0Ñ α and k ÞÑ β.
2.1 Arithmetic Base q in Zd
We take a moment to establish some basic arithmetic notions, most of which are consequences
of the classical division algorithm on Z applied to each coordinate. Essentially, we are just
formalizing base q arithmetic in each coordinate separately. Recall that for a ě 0
r0,aq “
 
j P Zd : 0 ď ji ă ai for 1 ď i ď d
(
Fix q ą 1, then for every n P N and each k P Zd, the division algorithm modulo qn applied
componentwise in Zd provides a unique pair rksn P r0,q
nq and tkun P Z
d satisfying
k “ rksn ` tkun q
n
so that r¨sn : Z
d Ñ r0,qnq is the remainder, and t¨un : Z
d Ñ Zd the quotient, mod qn. Writing
kn :“ rtkuns1 “ trksn`1un
for k P Zd and n ě 0 gives a unique digit sequence pkjqjPN P r0,qq
N such that for n ě 0
k “ k0 ` k1q` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kn´1q
n´1 ` tkun q
n
referred to as the n-th q-adic expansion of k, and we call kn the n-th digit of k. Thus, for k P Z
d,
rksn can be represented by the first n digits of k, and tkun by the digits starting at the n-th place
and above. The power p :“ ppkq of k is the minimal p ě 0 with k P p´qp,qpq and is such that
tkun “ tkuppkq and kn “ kppkq for n ě ppkq. For n ě 0, and k P Z
d, the n-carry set for k is
∆npkq :“
 
j P r0,qnq : tj` kun ‰ 0
(
(4)
Thus, for n ě ppkq, the collection ∆npkq`q
nZd consists of those integers which require a carry or
borrow operation at the n-th place when q-adicly added to k, and has a useful statistical property:
Lemma 2.1. The frequency of carries at the n-th place of q-adic addition with k goes to 0, or
lim
nÑ8
1
Qn
Card∆npkq “ 0
for every k P Zd, and this convergence is exponentially fast.
Proof. As the cardinality of ∆npkq does not depend on the signs of the components of k (they
merely switch the side of the semirectangle thru which the translation occurs) we can assume
without loss of generality that k P Nd. Then for n ě p :“ ppkq, we have ∆npkq Ă ∆npq
pq and as
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∆npq
pq “ r0,qnqr r0,qn ´ qpq we compute the cardinality and we obtain
Card∆npkq “ Q
n ´
śn
i“1pq
n
i ´ q
p
i q ď Q
n ´Qn
śd
i“1
`
1´ q
p
i{qni
˘
as Q “ q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qd. Dividing by Q
n and letting nÑ8 gives the desired result.
We briefly describe the above in the context of a q-substitution S. For every n ě 0, tile
Zd with the superblocks r0,qnq placed at each location of the qnZd lattice; these represent the
domains of the translated superblocks T jSnγ. The n-th quotient tkun indicates the superblock
in the qnZd lattice containing k, and the n-th remainder rksn tells us where k sits inside that
superblock. The power ppkq represents the smallest p such that k falls into a superblock of size
qp attached to the origin at one of its corners. As tj` kun represents the superblock of size q
n
containing j`k, the carry set ∆npkq corresponds to the locations within a superblock which will
leave that superblock when translated by k, the proportion of which is negligible as nÑ8.
2.2 Instructions and Configurations
Let S be a q-substitution on A. For each j P r0,qq, the map sending γ to Sγpjq, the j-th letter
of the word Spγq, is a map A Ñ A called the j-th instruction of S, and is denoted by Rj for
j P r0,qq. For n ě 0 and j P r0,qnq, denote the j-th instruction of Sn by R
pnq
j
(distinct from Rnj ),
extending to j P Zd by reducing modulo qn as this has no effect on the substitution or its iterates.
We call the R
pnq
j
for j P Zd and n ě 0 the generalized instructions of S as they permit an alternate
characterization of q-substitutions which exposes their arithmetic properties, see also [19, §5.1].
Proposition 2.2. Let S be a q-substitution on A. For every n P N, j P Zd, and A P AZ
d
pSnAqpjq “ Rj0Rj1 ¨ ¨ ¨Rjn´1pAptjunqq and R
pnq
j “ Rj0Rj1 ¨ ¨ ¨Rjn´1
where t¨un is the quotient mod q
n, and ji P r0,qq the q-adic digits of j, as is our convention, and
T jSn “ T j0S ¨ ¨ ¨T jn´1ST tjun “ T rjsnSnT tjun
Proof. Fix a q-substitution S and A P AZ
d
. The proof of the first statement follows by a simple
inductive argument on the n “ 1 case. The sequence SA is obtained by concatenating the blocks
SpApaqq at the coordinates aq for a P Zd. It follows that the letter in the b` aq-th position of
SA comes from the b-th letter of SpApaqq, so that as Rbpαq “ Spαqb for b P r0,qq, we have
SApb ` aqq “ RbpApaqq. This proves the n “ 1 case, as b “ rb` aqs1 and a “ tb` aqu1 .
Writing SnA “ SpSn´1Aq gives the inductive step necessary to prove the first result. The second
follows by taking j P r0,qnq, so that R
pnq
j
pAp0qq “ SnpAp0qqpjq “ Rj0 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝Rjn´1pAp0qq.
Finally, fix n ě 0 and j P Zd. For each k P Zd and A P AZ
d
, use the above to write`
SnT jA
˘
pkq “ R
pnq
k
`
T jAptkunq
˘
“ R
pnq
k
`
Apj` tkunq
˘
“
`
SnA
˘
pjqn ` kq “
`
T jq
n
SA
˘
pkq
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so that SnT j “ T jq
n
Sn. Writing j “ j0 ` tju1 q we can commute T with S one at a time writing
T j0`tju1qSn “ T j0S ˝ T tju1Sn´1 “ T j0S ˝ T rtju1s1S ˝ T tju2Sn´2 “ T j0S ˝ T j1S ˝ T ttju1u1Sn´2
as rtju
1
s
1
“ j1 and ttju1u1 “ tju2. One then iterates the above to complete the proof.
As we are only concerned with q-substitutions, we prefer proposition 2.2 over the inflate and
subdivide perspective, as it conveniently describes how translation and substitution interact. If
the instructions are all bijections on A, we say S is a bijective substitution; if they all commute
with each other, we say S is a commutative substitution. The following example is classical and is
an example of an aperiodic bijective commutative q-substitution; in theorem 3.19, we show that
all such substitutions have spectrum singular to Lebesgue measure on Td.
Example 2.3. The Thue-Morse substitution is a 2-substitution on the alphabet t0, 1u given by
τ :
#
0 ÞÝÑ 01
1 ÞÝÑ 10
with instructions R0 “
#
0 ÞÝÑ 0
1 ÞÝÑ 1
and R1 “
#
0 ÞÝÑ 1
1 ÞÝÑ 0
as τ is the identity in the first position, and the transposition in the second. As 12 “ 0 ¨ 20 ` 0 ¨
21`1 ¨22`1 ¨23, we have R
p4q
12
“ R0R0R1R1 “ R0 as R
2
1 “ R0 is the identity, and so pτ
4αq12 “ α
for α “ 0, 1 - note that τ4p0q “ 01101001100101101001011001101001. In this way, one can see
that the generalized instructions R
pnq
j for τ are also the identity or transposition according to the
parity of 1’s in the binary expansion of j below the n-th place.
We would like to distinguish those aspects of a q-substitution which depend on its collection
of instructions (counted with multiplicity), from the arrangement of those instructions within
the substitution by position. A q-configuration of instructions on A is a map R : r0,qq Ñ AA
which assigns to every j P r0,qq an instruction Rj : A Ñ A. By proposition 2.2, every q-
configuration determines a q-substitution, and conversely by writing Rjpγq :“ Sγpjq. We will
always represent the instructions of a substitution with the symbol of its configuration R : j ÞÑ Rj,
the j-th instruction. Using the generalized instructions as in proposition 2.2, we can extend any
q-configuration R representing S to a qn-configuration Rpnq representing Sn. Two substitutions
S and S˜, with configurations R and R˜, are configuration equivalent if there is a bijection ι of their
domains for which R˜˝ι “ R, so that they have the same instructions with different arrangements.
Properties of a substitution which are shared by all configuration equivalent substitutions are
called configuration invariants.
For a matrix R P MApCq, the space of A ˆ A-matrices with complex coefficients, observe
that, if we write R “ pRα,γqα,γPA then Rα,γ “ e
t
αReγ where eα is the α
th-coordinate vector. As
we are representing A in CA by sending α ÞÑ eα, this induces a representation of an instruction
R : A Ñ A by its instruction matrix R P MApCq. Formally, we can view an instruction as a
1-substitution on A and compute its substitution matrix R PMApCq, this is equivalent. One can
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compute the instruction matrix from its instruction (or conversely) via the relation
α “ Rpγq ðñ etαReγ “ Rα,γ “ 1 equivalently α ‰ Rpγq ðñ e
t
αReγ “ Rα,γ “ 0
as instruction matrices have coefficients 0 or 1. Moreover, this representation carries composition
of functions into matrix multiplication so that, as in proposition 2.2, the generalized instruction
matrices are products of the instruction matrices. Note that the substitution matrix is the sum
of its instruction matrices: MS “
ř
jPr0,qqRj, and so MSn “ M
n
S
. As they represent functions,
the instruction matrices are naturally column-stochastic, and thus substitution matrices of q-
substitutions are Q-column stochastic: their column sums are Q. Note that, as matrix addition
is commutative, the substitution matrix is also a configuration invariant, as are the measures of
the initial cylinders rαs for α P A, by Michel’s theorem 1.1.
Example 2.4. For the Thue-Morse substitution, the instruction and substitution matrices are
R0 “
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
and R1 “
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
so that Mτ “
ˆ
1 1
1 1
˙
and the substitution matrix is (row) stochastic, typical in the bijective case. As a positive (thus
primitive) matrix, it has a unique probability eigenvector u “ p1{2, 1{2q, its Perron vector.
We will always conflate the notation for an instruction with its instruction matrix, extending
this to the generalized instructions as well, and so R
pnq
j can be interpreted as belonging to A
A or
MApCq interchangeably based on context. We now describe a product on q-substitutions: given
two alphabets A and A˜, let AA˜ denote their product alphabet, or those pairs αγ˜ with α P A, γ˜ P A˜.
Definition 2.5. Let S, S˜ be q-substitutions on alphabets A, A˜ respectively. Their substitution
product S b S˜ is the q-substitution on AA˜ with configuration Rb R˜ whose j-th instruction is
pRb R˜qj : AA˜Ñ AA˜ with pRb R˜qj : αγ˜ ÞÝÑ RjpαqR˜jpγ˜q,
obtained by concatenating the configurations R and R˜ of the respective substitutions.
Whenever A˜ “ A, we write AA “ A2 and, if S˜ “ S, the substitution S b S is called the
bisubstitution of S and its substitution matrix CS :“ MSbS the coincidence matrix of S, after
Queffe´lec, see [19, §10]. The substitution product is always aperiodic stable as periodic sequences
in the hull of a substitution product would necessarily be periodic in both factors. On the other
hand, it is not always primitive stable: the bisubstitution of a primitive substitution is in general
itself not primitive. Using the primitive reduced form of proposition 1.2, however, it can always be
made primitive on its ergodic classes by telescoping appropriately. In §4.3 we discuss an example
of a primitive substitution product of Thue-Morse and Rudin-Shapiro, illustrating an interesting
relationship that can hold between the spectrum of a substitution product and that of its factors.
We offer some justification for the notation: given two matrices A,B PMApCq, their Kronecker
product is the matrix AbB PMA2pCq whose pαβ, γδq P A
2ˆA2 entry is AαγBβδ and eαbeβ “ eαβ
12
is the standard unit vector in CA
2
corresponding to the word αβ. With this notation, observe
that the coefficients of the Kronecker product become
pAbBqαβ,γδ “ e
t
αβAbBeγδ “ pe
t
αAeγqpe
t
βBeδq “ AαγBβδ (5)
This implies the Kronecker products mixed product property
pAbBqpC bDq “ pACq b pBDq (6)
Using this, one checks that the (generalized) instruction matrices of a substitution product are
Kronecker products of the corresponding (generalized) instruction matrices of its factors. More-
over, for every n ě 0, integers j,k P Zd and letters α, β, γ, δ P A, the above gives
α “ R
pnq
j
pγq and β “ R
pnq
k
pδq ðñ etαβR
pnq
j
bR
pnq
k
eγδ “ 1 (7)
so that for us the Kronecker product is just formalizing the conjunction and within a linear
algebraic context, and will be used as above to represent simultaneous conditions on substitutions.
For more discussion of the Kronecker product, see [13, §4]. We work out some of the above details
in the case of the Thue-Morse example, for clarification.
Example 2.6. For the Thue-Morse substitution τ , the bialphabet and bisubstitution are
A2 “ t00, 01, 10, 11u and τ b τ :
#
00 ÞÑ 00 11, 01 ÞÑ 01 10
11 ÞÑ 11 00, 10 ÞÑ 10 01
and so the instruction matrices for τ b τ (with basis of CA
2
ordered e00, e01, e10, e11) are
R0 bR0 “
´
1
1
¯
b
´
1
1
¯
“
¨˚
˚˝˚1 1
1
1
‹˛‹‹‚ and R1 bR1 “
´
1
1
¯
b
´
1
1
¯
“
¨˚
˚˝˚ 11
1
1
‹˛‹‹‚
and the tensor products Rb R˜ of instruction matrices can be computed by placing a copy of R˜
at every 1 in R, and 0 PMApCq at every 0 in R, see also example 3.7. The coincidence matrix is
Cτ “Mτbτ “ R0 bR0 `R1 bR1 “
˜
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
¸
which is similar to
˜
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
¸
by reordering the basis to e00, e11, e01, e10. Thus, the primitive reduced form of τ b τ is two
copies of τ, one each on the alphabets E0 “ t00, 11u and E1 “ t01, 10u which together form the
ergodic classes of the bisubstitution; there is no transient part, as is always the case for bijective
substitutions - their instructions are invertible, so every letter is in a closed orbit.
We now describe how aperiodicity of the subshift gives rise to useful topological structure
allowing us to exploit the arithmetic properties of q-substitutions to study their measure theoretic
structure and ultimately their spectral theory.
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2.3 Aperiodicity and the Subshift
Recall that a q-substitution is aperiodic if XS contains no periodic points; in the d “ 1 case,
there is a useful criteria for verifying aperiodicity in primitive q-substitutions, based on a result
of Pansiot [18, Lemma 1]. The specific advantage in the Z setting is provided by the following
equivalence: a primitive substitution (d “ 1) is periodic if and only if its subshift is finite, and
hence has a word of finite length which generates the entire language. By a (S-)neighborhood of
α, we mean a word γαδ which appears in the reduced language of S, or the set of all subwords
appearing in some substitution sequence A P XS .
Lemma 2.7 (Pansiot’s Lemma). A primitive q-substitution (the Z case) which is one-to-one on
A is aperiodic if and only if S has a letter with at least two distinct neighborhoods.
As S : A Ñ A` is a map on a finite set, injectivity is trivial to verify, and primitivity can
easily be checked by taking powers of the substitution matrix, or by iterating the substitution.
One then examines the iterates Snhpγq for neighbor pairs (h is the index of imprimitivity); as soon
as a letter with distinct neighborhoods appears, aperiodicity is verified. Unfortunately, we have
no reasonable criteria for extending Pansiot’s result to the case d ą 1, as it relies on the fact that
periodicity is equivalent to finiteness of the hull for d “ 1, which is false in higher dimensions.
Example 2.8. Consider the Thue-Morse substitution of example 2.3. It is primitive, and as
τ2p0q “ 0110 and R0 is the identity, 1 has multiple neighborhoods appearing in the language:
011 and 110. As it is evidently injective on A, it is therefore aperiodic.
We are interested in aperiodic substitutions as they allow for unique local desubstitution - a
notion made precise by the following result. Originally proven by Mosse´ [16] in the one-dimensional
case, and extended by Solomyak [24] to self-similar Rd tilings, it is stated here for q-substitutions.
Theorem 2.9 (Mosse´ (96), Solomyak (98)). A q-substitution S on A is aperiodic if and only if
for every A P XS there exists a unique k P r0,qq and B P XS with T
kSpBq “ A.
Known as recognizability, the above property gives conditions on the language permitting a con-
venient topological description of the subshift. Iterating theorem 2.9 gives us cancellation laws
T jSnpAq “ T kSnpBq ðñ rjsn “ rksn and T
tjunA “ T tkunB (8)
for n ě 0, j,k P Zd and A,B P XS , using proposition 2.2, and letting us express the subshift as
XS “
ğ
j0Pr0,qq
T j0SpXSq “
ğ
jPr0,qnq
T j0S ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ T jn´1SpXSq “
ğ
jPr0,qnq
T jSnpXSq (9)
where \ denotes a disjoint union. Consider the substitutions T kS, each mapping AÑ Ak`r0,q
nq
for some k P Zd. They are q-substitutions in every sense except that their substituted blocks lie at
k as opposed to the origin, and as S is q-expansive on the supports of blocks, these substitutions
are all contractions (nonstrict, consider distinct fixed points) on the full shift. Thus, we can
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interpret the above as describing XS as the attractor for an iterated function system whose n-th
iterates are given by T jSn “ T j0S ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝T jn´1S for j P r0,qnq with expansion j0`¨ ¨ ¨` jn´1q
n´1.
We now consider the orbit of the cylinder sets rηs for η P A` (a topological basis) under this
iterated function system in order to study the Borel structure of the substitution subshift. We
would like to arrange them by degree, and so refer to the sets T jSnrηs for η P A`, and j P r0,qnq
as the n-th iterated cylinders of XS . We are interested in how these iterated cylinders are nested
by degree, and as T jSnrηs Ă rωs ðñ ω ď T jSnpηq, this question can also be answered using
blocks: if ω ď T jSnpηq for j P r0,qnq and η P A`, then for k P supppωq proposition 2.2 gives us
ωpkq “ pT jSnηqpkq “ pSnηqpj ` kq “ R
pnq
j`k
`
ηp tj` kunq
˘
so that ω ď T jSnpηq implies tj` supppωqun Ă supppηq. If ω ď T
jSnpηq and η ď η1, then ω ď
T jSnpη1q, and so it suffices to specify the smallest η P A` with ω ď T jSnpηq for some j P r0,qnq.
Definition 2.10. For ω P A` and n ě 0, the n-th desubstitutes of ω are given by
S´npωq :“
!
pj, ηq P r0,qnq ˆA` : supppηq “ t j` supppωqun and ω ď T
jSnpηq
)
As η ď η1 ùñ rη1s Ă rηs, the pairs pj, ηq P S´npωq give the largest cylinders rηs which are carried
into rωs in n-steps, with j giving the sequence of maps as in proposition 2.2, and so describe how
the iterated cylinders fit within one another, along with the Borel structure of XS .
Corollary 2.11. Let S be an aperiodic q-substitution on A. For every n ě 0
1. the maps T jS : XS ÝÑ XS are embeddings for all j P Z
d
2. the n-th iterated initial cylinders Pn “
 
T jSnrαs : j P r0,qnq, α P A
(
partition XS
3. iterates of the n-th desubstitutes partition the cylinders: rωs “
Ů
pj,ηqPS´npωq T
jSnrηs
Proof. As S : XS Ñ SpXSq is a continuous surjection from a compact space to a Hausdorff space,
the first claim follows as T jSn is injective: each B P XS has at most one A P XS with SpAq “ B,
by theorem 2.9. Thus S : XS
„
ÝÑ SpXSq is a homeomorphism, and so T
jS|XS is an embedding.
As pSBqp0q “ SpBp0qq depends only on the definition of B at 0, the second statement
follows immediately from theorem 2.9: the existence of j P r0,qnq and B implies Pn covers, and
uniqueness implies its members are disjoint.
For the third and final claim, fix ω P A`, and n ě 0. That the union is disjoint follows
immediately from theorem 2.9, and we already know that the right hand side is contained in rωs,
so we complete the proof by showing the reverse containment; to that end, letA P rωs. By theorem
2.9, there is a unique B P XS and j P r0,q
nq such that A “ T jSnpBq, and so T jSnpBq P rωs. If
ω is defined at k then, using proposition 2.2, this implies that
ωpkq “ pT jSnBqpkq “ pSnBqpj` kq “ R
pnq
j`kpBptj` kunqq “ R
pnq
j`kpηptj` kunqq
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where η P A` is the block obtained by restricting B to tj` supppωqun. Thus, we have B P rηs
and so A “ T jSnpBq P T jSnrηs, showing that A is also an element of the left-hand side.
If we let α P A denote the block 0 ÞÑ α, one checks that tj` supppαqun “ 0 for j P r0,q
nq
as supppαq is 0, so that the support of any η coming from S´npαq is 0 also. For more general
ω with Ω :“ supppωq, if ω ď T jSnpηq for some η P A` and j R ∆ppΩq :“YkPΩ∆ppkq then ω is
extended by T jSnpγq for γ “ ηp0q. Thus, in this context, lemma 2.1 shows that the proportion
of pj, ηq P S´npωq corresponding to η not defined entirely at the origin goes to 0 as nÑ8.
Before we proceed to the spectral theory of aperiodic q-substitutions, we give a final appli-
cation of aperiodicity which will allow us to relate the correlation measures σαβ to the spectrum
of our substitution. The iterated initial indicators for a q-substitution S on A are the indicator
functions 1TkSnrγs P L
2pXSq of the iterated initial cylinders T
kSnrγs for n ě 0, k P Zd, and γ P A.
Proposition 2.12. If S is an aperiodic q-substitution on A, then the iterated initial indicators
1TkSnrγs for k P Z
d, n ě 0, and γ P A, have dense span in L2pµq, for all µ PMpXS , T q.
Proof. As the functions 1rωs for ω P A
` have dense span in L2pµq, we can accomplish this by
showing that every 1rωs can be approximated by the linear combinations of 1TkSnrαs, the iterated
initial indicators. Note that corollary 2.11.3 can be interpreted for indicator functions, giving
1rωs “
ÿ
pj,ηqPS´ppωq
1T jSpprηsq
Separate the above sum into two parts: those terms with j R ∆ppΩq which correspond to blocks
η defined only at 0, and those with j P ∆ppΩq which correspond to η with larger support, and so
1rωs ´
ÿ
pj,ηqPS´ppωq and jR∆ppΩq
1T jSpprηsq “
ÿ
pj,ηqPS´ppωq and jP∆ppΩq
1T jSpprηsq
so that taking absolute values and integrating against µ, we can apply lemma 2.1 and the right
(and thus left) side goes to 0. This in turn shows that 1rωs can be approximated by linear
combinations of the iterated initial indicators, as those terms over j R ∆ppΩq are supported
entirely at the origin. Thus, linear combinations of the iterated initial indicators approximate the
indicators of the standard cylinders, and thus themselves have dense span in L2pµq.
3 Spectral Theory
The goal of this section is to state the central result of this paper, theorem 3.15, which allows us
to identify the spectrum of an aperiodic q-substitution S with finitely many measures ergodic for
the q-shift, discussed below. This is significant as these mutually singular measures of pure type
are given by linear combinations of the correlation measures σαβ :“ σ1rαs,1rβs over its spectral hull
K, a convex subset of CA
2
determined by the coincidence matrix CS of the q-substitution. First,
we discuss aspects of q-substitutions relating to their discrete spectrum.
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3.1 Height and the q-Shift
Most of our understanding of the discrete spectrum of constant length substitutions is due to the
work of Dekking and the notion of height of a substitution, see [8]. The following description
of height in the Zd case is based on [10, §3.1] and [19, §6.1.1]. Given a primitive and aperiodic
q-substitution S on A, fix a substitution sequence A in the hull XS .
For a sublattice L Ă Zd (a subgroup of Zd spanning Rd) let L0 be a set of class representatives,
so that Zd is the disjoint union of j` L for j P L0. Let Apj` Lq denote the letters appearing in
positions j` h for h P L. By primitivity we know A “
Ť
jPL0
Apj` Lq, though in some cases the
Apj` Lq may form a partition of A. When that happens, one can identify all the letters in each
Apj ` Lq with a single representative, and this gives a map A Ñ A. When extended pointwise
to AZ
d
, this map takes A to a periodic sequence which, by primitivity, must therefore take XS
onto a finite set. If we let L “ Zd, this reduces XS to a singleton. The height lattice of S is the
smallest lattice (in the subset order) satisfying the conditions
A “
ğ
jPL0
Apj` Lq and L` qZd “ Zd (10)
Moreover, the above map sending the Apj`Lq to a representative above gives rise to the maximal
equicontinuous factor of pXS , T, µq, see [10]. Given a lattice L Ă Z
d , its dual lattice L˚ Ă Rd
is the collection of all θ P Rd for which θth “
ř
θkhk P Z. One checks that L
˚ is a subgroup of
Rd and so its image under the exponential map Rd ÞÑ Td with pθ1, . . . , θdq ÞÝÑ
`
e2piiθ1 , . . . , e2piiθd
˘
is a multiplicative subgroup of Td which we call the L-th roots of unity ; let νL denote its Haar
measure. It consists of those z P Td for which zh1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ zhdd “ 1 for all h P L. Letting νh :“ νhZd
xνLpkq “ " 1 if k P L
0 if k R L
and xνhpkq “ " 1 if rksn “ 0
0 if rksn ‰ 0
(11)
For q ě 1, define the q-adic support measure ωq for the q-adic roots of unity
ωq :“
ř
ně1 2
´nνqn (12)
corresponding to the q-adic rationals in Rd{Zd, or those rationals with denominator qn for n ě 0.
The following describes the discrete spectrum of an aperiodic q-substitution in terms of its
expansion q and height L, see [19, Thm 6.1, 6.2] for d “ 1, and [10, §3.1] for the general case.
Theorem 3.1 (Dekking). If S is a primitive and aperiodic q-substitution with height lattice L,
then the discrete component of σmax is equivalent to ωq ˚ νL. If L “ Z
d, the spectrum is pure
discrete if and only if a generalized instruction of S is constant.
The criteria for the pure discrete case are known as trivial height (L “ Zd) and the coincidence
condition (a constant generalized instruction), respectively. In the primitive case the coincidence
condition is equivalent to the bisubstitution possessing only one ergodic class, as was observed by
Queffe´lec. More generally, the discrete spectrum of an aperiodic q-substitution is given by the
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sum of ωq ˚νL as L ranges over the height lattices of its primitive components. We comment here
that although methods exist to compute the height of a given substitution, this is not necessary in
order to compute the spectrum, as our algorithm produces the discrete component of the measure
and one can even use this to determine the height; see example 4.7 and [5, Ex 4.4.2].
By theorem 3.1, a primitive q-substitution of trivial height has pure discrete spectrum if and
only if some generalized instruction R
pnq
j is constant (Dekking’s coincidence condition). It follows
that primitive and aperiodic bijective q-substitutions cannot be pure discrete in the case of trivial
height, and so their spectrum will always contain continuous measures. The correlation measures,
which are central to Queffe´lec’s analysis, give us the tools necessary to study the entire spectrum.
An essential ingredient is the q-shift, a topological dynamical system on Td given by
Sq : T
d Ñ Td with z ÞÑ zq or pz1, . . . , zdq ÞÝÑ pz
q1
1
, . . . , z
qd
d q
and which is topologically conjugate to the times q map sending x ÞÑ qx pmod 1q on Rd{Zd. For
a measure ν PMpTdq (complex measures on Td) its Fourier coefficients are given by
pνpkq :“ ş
Td
z´k1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ z´kdd dνpz1, . . . zdq for k P Z
d
as in equation (2). By the following proposition, normalized Lebesgue measure (m) on Td is
ergodic for the q-shift. The proof is standard, see [19 §3.1.1] for the one-dimensional case.
Proposition 3.2. A nonzero measure ν PMpTdq is q-shift invariant or strong-mixing, respec-
tively, if and only if their Fourier coefficients satisfy, for every a,b P Zd, the identities
pνpaqq “ pνpaq resp. limpÑ8 pνpb` aqpq “ pνpbqpνpaq
Note that ergodicity is equivalent to strong and weak mixing in this case as the q-shift is a
continuous endomorphism of Td (as a group), see [26, Thm 1.28]. The invariant contracted map
(see [19, def 7.1]) is the map π :MpTdq ÑMpTdq sending ν ÞÑ πpνq with Fourier coefficients
zπpνqpkq “ " pνptku1q if rks1 “ 0
0 if rks
1
‰ 0
and we write Π :“
ÿ
ně1
2´nπn (13)
The following shows that for any q-shift invariant measure, the iterates of the invariant contracted
map are uniformly weighted averages of translates of that measure along the qn-th roots of unity.
Lemma 3.3. If ρ PMpTd,Sqq then Πpρq “ ωq ˚ ρ, the convolution of ωq with ρ.
Proof. If ρ is q-shift invariant, then proposition 3.2 gives us pρptkunq “ pρptkun qnq so that
yπnρpkq “ #pρptkunq if rksn “ 0
0 otherwise
“
#pρprksn ` tkun qnq if rksn “ 0
0 if rksn ‰ 0
“yνqnpkq ¨ pρpkq “ {νqn ˚ ρpkq
and the result follows from Fourier unicity, linearity and the definition of the map Π.
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Note that the height measure νL of theorem 3.1 is q-shift invariant as the condition L`qZ
d “ Zd
merely generalizes the notion of relatively prime to higher dimensions. When d “ 1, if h, q P Z are
relatively prime, we have aq P hZ if and only if a P hZ. In the Zd case, when L “ hZd for example,
the condition hZd ` qZd “ Zd reduces component-wise to the d “ 1 case. By identities (11) and
proposition 3.2 above, the discrete component of σmax is q-shift invariant, and ΠpνLq “ ωq ˚ νL.
3.2 The Correlation Measures and Σ
Recall that for α, β P A, the correlation measure σαβ P MpT
dq is the spectral measure for the
pair of indicator functions 1rαs and 1rβs. Using the spectral theorem (2), we compute the Fourier
coefficients of the correlation measure σαβ using translation invariance and obtain for k P Z
d
yσαβpkq “ ż
XS
1rαs ˝ T
´k ¨ 1rβsdµ “ µpT
krαs X rβsq “ µprαs X T´krβsq (14)
and so yσαβpkq “ yσβαp´kq “ yσβαp´kq as µ P MpXS , T q is real valued. Moreover, the above
relates the Fourier coefficients of the correlation measures σαβ PMpT
dq to the µ-frequencies with
which two-letter patterns appear in substitution sequences. This is the primary application of
aperiodicity: using corollary 2.11.3 to compute the measures of cylinders combined with the above
allows us to compute the Fourier coefficients of the correlation measures explicitly.
As σmax is the smallest type, or equivalence class of measures, satisfying σf ! σmax for all
f P L2pµq, and the iterated indicator functions 1TkSnrαs have dense span, we can use their spectral
measures to characterize the spectrum up to type. The following generalization of Queffe´lec’s
result reveals a relationship between the correlation measures and the q-shift (via the map Π of
the previous section) which gives rise to the spectrum of q-substitutions; see [19, §7.1.2].
Theorem 3.4. If S is an aperiodic q-substitution, then the maximal spectral type of pXS , T, µq
σmax „
ř
αPA
ř
ně1 2
´nσ
1Snrαs
„
ř
αPAΠpσααq
where „ denotes equivalence, so that the spectrum is determined by the correlation measures.
Proof. Let F P L2pµq be a maximal function for the spectral map σ, and gn a sequence of linear
combinations of iterated indicators approximating F in L2pµq. As the n-th initial indicators
1TkSnrαs for k P Z
d and α P A span the m-th initial indicators for all m ď n by corollary 2.11.3,
each gn can be be written as linear combinations of 1TkSmn rαs with coefficients cn,k,α for k P Z
d,
α P A and mn sufficiently large. As the spectral map is continuous and bilinear, we let nÑ8
σmax „ σF “ lim
nÑ8
σgn “ lim
nÑ8
ÿ
α,βPA
ÿ
j,kPZd
cn,k,αcn,j,βσ1
TkSmn rαs
,1
T jSmn rβs
Using standard properties of the spectral map [19, prop 2.4] and translation invariance of µ
σ
1
TkSmrαs,1T jSmrβs
! σ
1Smrαs
and σαβ ! σαα
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for m ě 0 and every j,k P Zd and α, β P A, so that the above combine to give us
σmax „ lim
nÑ8
σgn !
ÿ
mě1
ÿ
αPA
2´mσ
1Smrαs
! σmax
by definition of the maximal spectral type, and giving the first equivalence.
By definition of the spectral map and identities (2), for α P A, n ě 0, and k P Zd, we have
{σ
1Snrαs
pkq “
ż
Td
1Snrαs ˝ T
´k ¨ 1Snrβs dµ “
ż
Td
1TkSnrαs ¨ 1Snrαsdµ “ µpS
nrαs X T kSnrαsq
so that Snrαs X T kSnrαs “ H whenever rksn ‰ 0 (whenever k not divisible by q
n) by (8) of
corollary 2.11, and SnprαsXT tkunrαsq otherwise. Using the scaling property of invariant measures,
µ ˝ Sn “ 1{Qnµ, gives the second equivalence as µprαs X T tkunrαsq “ yσααptkunq “ {πnσααpkq and
the definition of Π as we are only identifying the spectrum up to type.
We are interested in linear combinations λ of the correlation measures which are q-shift invariant
and which are equivalent to
ř
σαα: by lemma 3.3 and linearity of Π
λ PMpTd,Sqq and λ „
ř
αPA σαα ùñ ωq ˚ λ „ Π p
ř
αPA σααq „ σmax (15)
and so would give rise to the spectrum of S via convolution with ωq, a pure discrete measure with
q-shift invariant support. We now detail how the recursive structure provided by aperiodicity is
used to compute the correlation measures and ultimately identify measures satisfying the above.
Definition 3.5. The vector valued measure Σ :“
ř
αβPA2 σαβeαβ is the correlation vector of S.
Queffe´lec defines Σ as an A ˆ A matrix valued measure, see [19, §7.1.3], although it is more
natural for us as a (column) vector. The following Fourier recursion theorem provides an infinite
family of relations amongst the Fourier coefficients of the correlation measures, and allows for the
explicit computation of the correlation measures. It both generalizes and extends [19 §8.3 (8.7)].
Theorem 3.6. Let S be an aperiodic q-substitution on A. Then for p P N and k P Zd
pΣpkq “ 1
Qp
ÿ
jPr0,qpq
R
ppq
j bR
ppq
j`k
pΣ` tj` kup ˘ “ limnÑ8 1QnÿjPr0,qnqRpnqj bRpnqj`k pΣp0q
where tj` kup is the quotient of j`k mod q
p and Rpnq the generalized instructions, see §2.1, 2.2.
Proof. As pΣpkq “ řαβPA2yσαβpkqeαβ , and yσαβpkq “ µprαs X T´krβsq, the proof is essentially just
disjoint additivity applied to corollary 2.11.3, using the Kronecker products to reindex the sum.
First, fix αβ P A2 and k P Zd, then define ω P A` by writing
ω : 0 ÞÑ α and k ÞÑ β so that rωs “ rαs X T´krβs and yσαβpkq “ µprωsq
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Now, for each j P r0,qnq and pair γδ P A2 attempt to define a η P A` by writing
η : 0 ÞÑ γ and η : tj` kun ÞÑ δ so that η P A
` whenever tj` kun “ 0 ùñ γ “ δ
ignoring all other cases. By definition of the n-th desubstitute, pj, ηq P S´npωq if and only if
α “ pT jSnηqp0q, β “ pT jSnηqpkq and η P A` is well defined
or equivalently, by the definition of the generalized instructions and proposition 2.2,
α “ R
pnq
j pηp0qq, β “ R
pnq
j`kpηptj` kunqq and tj` kun “ 0 ùñ γ “ δ
so that pj, ηq P S´npωq if and only if (viewing cylinders as subsets of AZ
d
for the moment)
α “ R
pnq
j pγq, β “ R
pnq
j`kpδq and rηs “ rγs X T
´tj`kunrδs ‰ H Ă AZ
d
Using this and (7) , one checks that for j P r0,qnq and γδ P A2 the block η :
 
0 ÞÑ γ
tj ` kun ÞÑ δ
satisfies
1
Qn
etαβR
pnq
j bR
pnq
j`keγδ µprηsq “
$&%µ
`
T jSnrηs
˘
if pj, ηq P S´npωq
0 otherwise
and so adding up over all j P r0,qnq and γδ P A2 we obtain the identity
1
Qn
ÿ
jPr0,qnq
ÿ
γδPA2
´
etαβR
pnq
j bR
pnq
j`keγδ
¯
µ
`
rγs X T´tj`kunrδs
˘
“
ÿ
pj,ηqPS´npωqµpT
jSnrηsq
so that corollary 2.11.3 and (14) show that the Fourier coefficients of σαβ can be computed
yσαβpkq “ µrωs “ 1
Qn
ÿ
jPr0,qnq
ÿ
γδPA2
´
etαβR
pnq
j bR
pnq
j`keγδ
¯ yσγδptj` kunq
which gives the first equality as pΣptj` kunq “ řγδPA2 xσγδptj` kunqeγδ .
To show the limit identity, simply separate the sum over j P r0,qnq into those integers for
which tj` kun “ 0 (j R ∆ppkq) from those for which tj` kun ‰ 0 (j P ∆ppkq), writing
pΣpkq “ 1
Qn
ÿ
jPr0,qnqr∆npkq
R
pnq
j bR
pnq
j`kpΣp0q ` 1QnÿjP∆npkqRpnqj bRpnqj`kpΣptj` kunq
“
1
Qn
ÿ
jPr0,qnqR
pnq
j bR
pnq
j`kpΣp0q ` 1QnÿjP∆npkqRpnqj bRpnqj`k ´pΣptj` kunq ´ pΣp0q¯
so that letting nÑ8 and using the carry estimates of lemma 2.1 gives the desired result, as the
R
pnq
j bR
pnq
j`k are column stochastic and (14) which shows that |
pΣpkq| ď CardpAq for k P Zd.
Example 3.7. We consider the Thue-Morse example and compute some Fourier coefficients of
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the correlation vector Σ. First, we find Kronecker products of the instruction matrices R0 and R1
R0 bR0 “
¨˚
˚˝˚1 1
1
1
‹˛‹‹‚ R0 bR1 “
¨˚
˚˝˚ 11
1
1
‹˛‹‹‚ R1 bR0 “
¨˚
˚˝˚ 1 1
1
1
‹˛‹‹‚ R1 bR1 “
¨˚
˚˝˚ 11
1
1
‹˛‹‹‚
Now, applying the Fourier recursion theorem 3.6 for k “ 1 and p “ 1 we have
pΣp1q “ 1
2
R0 bR0`1pΣpt0` 1u1q ` 12R1 bR1`1pΣpt1` 1u1q “ 12R0 bR1pΣp0q ` 12R1 bR0pΣp1q
We can then solve for pΣp1q above and use pΣp0q “ 1
2
ř
γPA eγγ as the Perron vector is p
1
2
, 1
2
qt so
pΣp0q “ 1
2
p1, 0, 0, 1qt and pΣp1q “ p2I ´R1 bR0q´1R0 bR1pΣp0q “ 1
6
p1, 2, 2, 1qt
with the basis ordered lexicographically: e00, e01, e10, e11. If k “ 5, then for p “ 3 (as 2
2 ă 5 ă 23)
pΣp5q “ 1
8
ÿ2
j“0
R
p3q
j bR
p3q
j`5
pΣp0q ` 1
8
ÿ7
j“3
R
p3q
j bR
p3q
j`5
pΣp1q
“
1
8
pR0 bR0 `R1 bR0 `R1 bR1qpΣp0q ` 1
8
p2R0 bR0 ` 2R1 bR1 `R0 bR1qpΣp1q
“
1
16
¨˚
˚˝˚1 1 11 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
‹˛‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˝˚10
0
1
‹˛‹‹‚`
1
48
¨˚
˚˝˚2 1 21 2 2
2 2 1
2 1 2
‹˛‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˝˚12
2
1
‹˛‹‹‚“
1
4
p1, 1, 1, 1qt
as R
pnq
j
is R0 or R1 corresponding to the parity of 1’s in its binary expansion, see example 2.3.
In §4, we use the Fourier recursion as in the above example to compute pΣpkq (and ultimately
σmax) for several examples, but first we use it to determine the set of q-shift invariant probability
measures in the span of the correlation measures.
3.3 The Spectral Hull - K
As we are interested in linear combinations of the correlation measures, for v P CA
2
write
λv :“ v
tΣ “
ř
αβPA2 vαβσαβ (16)
which defines a linear map taking a CA
2
vector onto the corresponding linear combination of the
correlation measures. As we are looking for q-shift invariant measures in the span, we compute
the Fourier coefficients pΣpaqq for a P Zd using theorem 3.6 giving us the identity
pΣpaqq “ 1
Q
ř
jPr0,qqR
p1q
j bR
p1q
j`aq
pΣptj` aqu
1
q “ 1
Q
CS pΣpaq (17)
as tj` aqu
1
“ a and rj` aqs
1
“ j for j P r0,qq, and as CS “
ř
Rj bRj.
Lemma 3.8. If v is a left Q-eigenvector of CS , then λv “ v
tΣ is invariant for the q-shift.
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Proof. Let v be a left Q-eigenvector of CS so that C
t
Sv “ Qv. Then by (17)
xλvpaqq “ vtpΣpaqq “ 1QvtCS pΣpaq “ vtpΣpaq “ xλvpaq
and so λv is invariant for the q-shift by proposition 3.2.
Thus, the left Q-eigenspace of the coincidence matrix gives rise to q-shift invariant linear
combinations of correlation measures. As the correlation measures σαβ for α ‰ β are not positive
measures, we cannot be sure that a general linear combination will also be positive. The following
gives a useful condition guaranteeing positivity, and is due to Queffe´lec, see [19, Prop 10.3].
Definition 3.9. For v “ pvαβqαβPA2 P C
A2 , let v˚ “ pvαβqα,βPA PMApCq be its associated matrix.
We say v is strongly semipositive if v˚ is positive semidefinite: writing v " 0 whenever v˚ " 0.
One reads the entries of a CA
2
vector into the entries of its A ˆA associated matrix along each
row sequentially in order. In the s “ 2 case, the forward and inverse maps are, respectively,
`
a b c d
˘t
ÞÝÑ
ˆ
a b
c d
˙ ˆ
a11 a12
a21 a22
˙
ÞÝÑ
`
a11 a12 a21 a22
˘t
The associated matrix relates the Kronecker and matrix products: forA,B PMApCq and v P C
A2
pAbBq˝v “ Av˚Bt (18)
and which is used in the proof of theorem 3.19 to express the spectrum of an aperiodic bijective
commutative q-substitution as a matrix Riesz product, but most importantly, the following:
Lemma 3.10. If v P CA
2
is nonzero and strongly semipositive then vtΣ is a positive measure.
Proof. By the Schur product theorem, the Hadamard product (A˝B) of two positive (semi)definite
matrices is positive (semi)definite, see [13, §5]. As vtw “
ř
viwi “ 1
tp˚v˝w˚q1, we have vtw ě 0
whenever both v andw are strongly semipositive. Using bilinearity of the spectral map f, g ÞÑ σf,g
and the spectral theorem, one checks that Σ˚ is Hermitian positive definite, so that λv is a positive
measure whenever v " 0 as these conditions are determined pointwise for measures.
Finally, recall from the Fourier recursion theorem 3.6 that pΣp0q “ řαPA µprαsqeαα and so
λvpT
dq “ xλvp0q “ vtpΣp0q “ řαPA vααµprαsq
so that v " 0 gives rise to a probability measure if and only if vtpΣp0q “ ř vααµprαsq “ 1. In
the primitive case, this is equivalent to vαα “ 1 for α P A, so that the probability measures
arising from strong semipositivity via λ is a closed and bounded convex set. The above discussion
prompts the following definition, see also [19, Def 11.1].
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Definition 3.11. The spectral hull KpSq of a q-substitution S is the collection
KpSq :“ tv P CA
2
: CtSv “ Qv and v " 0 and v
tpΣp0q “ 1u
and we let K˚ :“ ExtpKq Ă K denote the extreme points of the spectral hull.
An important example is the vector v “ 1A2 P C
A2 , which is a Q-eigenvector of the Q-stochastic
coincidence matrix Ct
S
and strongly semipositive as 1˚A2 is positive semidefinite. As
ř
αPA uα “ 1
we have 1A2 P KpSq for every aperiodic q-substitution S so that K
˚ is nonempty. Observe that
λ1
A2
“
ř
αβPA2σαβ “
ř
αPA
ř
βPAσ1rαs,1rβs “ σ
ř
α1rαs
“ δ1
the unit Dirac mass at 1 P Td, as
ř
αPA 1rαs “ 1: note that δ1 is part of the spectrum of every
Zd-action on a compact metric space, and is ergodic for the q-shift. Combining the above gives:
Proposition 3.12. For v P KpSq, λv “ v
tΣ ! σmax is a q-shift invariant probability measure.
Thus, the spectral hull is a nonempty closed convex subset of CA
2
with finitely many extreme
points whose elements give rise (via v ÞÑ λv) to q-shift invariant probability measures in the span
of the correlation measures. If we knew that λw „
ř
σαα for some w P K, then we could combine
lemma 3.3 and theorem 3.4 to show that σmax „ ωq ˚ λw. This is accomplished in theorem 3.15
which asserts this for all positive linear combinations of the extreme points of the spectral hull.
Before we continue, we discuss an alternate characterization of the spectral hull which is more
suitable for computation. First, telescope the bisubstitution SbS to have index of imprimitivity 1,
ergodic classes E1, . . . , EJ , and transient part T , see proposition 1.2. Let PT denote the orthogonal
projection onto the span of the transient coordinate vectors of CA
2
so that, reordering the basis
of A2 according to the ergodic decomposition, the reduced normal form (1) for Ct
S
gives us
CtS «
»—————–
C1,1
.
.
.
CJ,J
CT ,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ CT ,J CT ,T
fiffiffiffiffiffifl and we write C
t
T “ C
t
SPT «
»—————–
0
.
.
.
0
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 CT ,T
fiffiffiffiffiffifl
The square blocks along the diagonal of CtS correspond to the ergodic classes Ej and are primitive
and Q-stochastic, excepting those in T , the transient pairs. For w1, . . . , wJ P C, write
VE :“ VEpw1, . . . , wJ q :“
řJ
j“1
ř
αβPEj
wj eαβ P C
A2 (19)
so that VE is componentwise constant on the ergodic classes, and zero on the transient part. The
following allows us to compute the spectral hull explicitly, see also [19, Proposition 10.2].
Proposition 3.13. If S is a q-substitution on A and E is the ergodic decomposition of its bisub-
stitution, then v P KpSq if and only if v˚ is self-adjoint with nonnegative eigenvalues and satisfiesř
αPAvααuα “ 1 and v “ VE ´ pQI´ C
t
T
q´1pQI´ Ct
S
qVE for some w1, . . . , wJ P C
In particular, if T “ H then v “ VE ; if S is primitive then vαα “ 1 for all α P A.
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Proof. Strong semipositivity is equivalent to self-adjointness and nonnegative spectrum by usual
properties of positive semidefiniteness, and as pΣp0q “ řuαeαα, we have vtpΣp0q “ 1 if and only
if
ř
vααuα “ 1. It remains to show equivalence of C
t
S
v “ Qv with the above identity
Let vT :“ PT v. As the blocks Cj,j corresponding to C
t
S
on the Ej are primitive and Q-
stochastic, one can use the above primitive reduced form of Ct
S
to see that its Q-eigenvectors
are constant on ergodic classes, so Ct
S
v “ Qv if and only if v ´ vT “ VEpw1, . . . , wJ q for some
constants w1, . . . , wJ P C, or equivalently
pQI´ CtSqv “ 0 ðñ pQI´ C
t
SqVE “ pQI´ C
t
Sqv ´ pQI´ C
t
SqvT “ ´pQI´ C
t
T qvT
as Ct
S
PT “ C
t
T
and vT “ PT v. By the discussion preceeding lemma 1.4 we know that the spectral
radius of CT is less than Q, and so QI´C
t
T
is invertible. Solving for vT and writing v “ VE `vT
gives the final equivalence and the result follows from the definition of KpSq. When T “ H, the
statement is clear from the above reduced normal form of Ct
S
, and when S is primitive the letters
αα for α P A form a single ergodic class, and so as
ř
uα “ 1 and v is constant on its only ergodic
class, it follows that vαα “ 1, completing the proof.
Example 3.14. For the Thue-Morse substitution τ, we computed the ergodic classes of the
bisubstitution in example 2.6 obtaining E0 “ t00, 11u and E1 “ t01, 10u, with no transient part.
As τ is primitive,
ř
vααuα “ 1 is equivalent to requiring w1 “ 1, so we compute eigenvalues of v˚
0 “ detp˚v ´ λIq “ det
´
1´ λ w2
w2 1´ λ
¯
“ p1´ λ` w2qp1´ λ´ w2q ðñ λ “ 1˘w2
so that v P Kpτq if and only if v “ e00 ` e11 ` w2e01 ` w2e10 for ´1 ď w2 ď 1. Therefore
Kpτq “ te00 ` e11 ` we01 ` we10 : ´1 ď w ď 1u so that if λw :“ σ00 ` σ11 ` wσ10 ` wσ01
then λw is a 2-shift invariant probability measure on T for ´1 ď w ď 1 by proposition 3.12. Note
that λ1 “
ř
σαβ “ δ1, the point mass at 1 P T.
3.4 The Spectral Decomposition
We are now prepared to state the main result of our paper. Recall that theorem 3.4 relates the
correlation vector Σ to the maximal spectral type, and proposition 3.12 identifies the spectral
hull K as a convex set of coefficients for linear combinations of the correlation measures giving
rise to q-shift invariant probability measures vtΣ. The following theorem shows that the extreme
points K˚ correspond to extreme points of MpTd,Sqq, and that any positive linear combination
of these ergodic measures give rise to the maximal spectral type by convolution with ωq, by (15)
and proposition 3.12. Queffe´lec proved a similar result for aperiodic primitive substitutions of
constant length and trivial height, compare [19, Thms 10.1, 10.2, 11.1], which we extend.
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Theorem 3.15. If S is an aperiodic q-substitution then its spectrum is determined by Σ and K˚:
σmax „ ωq ˚
ř
wPK˚ λw
and the measures λw “ w
tΣ for w P K˚ are q-shift ergodic probability measures on Td.
The proof is delayed to §5 as it relies on a number of details that are not necessary to understand
the main results, and are entirely unrelated to our computation and analysis of the spectrum,
which we now detail. As the extremal measures λw for w P K
˚ are q-shift ergodic probability
measures, they are mutually singular and cannot be decomposed further into q-shift invariant
components, so that theorem 3.15 separates the spectrum of S into finitely many distinct and
q-shift invariant indecomposable components. Moreover, theorem 3.15 tells us that these ergodic
measures arise as linear combinations of correlation measures with coefficients in the spectral hull,
both of which are computable via the Fourier recursion theorem 3.6 for Σ, and proposition 3.13
for K˚. This is discussed at length in §4 where we also include several examples. Before that, we
discuss some consequences of the above result that we can obtain immediately.
Corollary 3.16. For w P K˚, the measures ωq ˚ λw are either pure discrete, pure singular
continuous, or Lebesgue measure on Td, and describe distinct components of the spectrum of S.
Proof. We know from the above theorem that each λw is an ergodic probability measure for the
q-shift on Td. Therefore, as Lebesgue measure is ergodic for the q-shift (proposition 3.2), λw is
either Lebesgue measure m, or purely singular.
By Dekking’s theorem 3.1, the discrete component of σmax is ωq˚νL, where νL defined by (11)
is a discrete q-shift invariant measure corresponding to the height lattice, see §3.1. By ergodicity,
however, the measures λv for v P K
˚ have no (a.e.)-proper invariant subsets and so either λv ! νL
and is pure discrete, or λv K νL in which case it is purely continuous.
Finally, the singular continuous case follows as it is a mutually singular type to Lebesgue
and discrete measures, by definition, and all those measures are ergodic and pure types. As
convolution with ωq does not change the purity of a measure and ωq ˚m “ m, λ is pure discrete,
purely singular continuous, or Lebesgue measure m, respectively, if and only if λ ˚ ωq is as well.
That they describe distinct components follows by theorem 3.15 and mutual singularity.
Example 3.17. For the Thue-Morse substitution τ, we know from example 3.7 that
pΣp1q “ 1
6
p1, 2, 2, 1qt and pΣp5q “ 1
4
p1, 1, 1, 1qt
From example 3.14, we know that K˚ consists of two vectors corresponding to w “ ˘1 or
v1 “ e00 ` e11 ` e01 ` e10 “ p1, 1, 1, 1q
t and v2 “ e00 ` e11 ´ e01 ´ e10 “ p1,´1,´1, 1q
t
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Thus, λv1 “
ř
αβPA2 σαβ “ δ1 the Dirac-Delta mass at 1 P T (as
pδ1pkq “ 1 for all k), and
yλv2p1q “ vt2pΣp1q “ ´13 ‰ 0 and yλv2p5q “ vt2pΣp5q “ 0
so that λv2 is not m as pmpkq “ 0 for k ‰ 0, and Thue-Morse has purely singular spectrum.
Morever, as yλv2p1q ‰yλv2p5q, we know λv2 is not discrete as its Fourier coefficients are not 1- or
2-periodic, the only possible heights for a substitution on 2 letters. Thus, λv1 “ δ1 gives rise to
the discrete component, λv2 the singular continuous component, and σmax „ ω2`ω2 ˚λv2 . Thus,
Thue-Morse has singular spectrum with a singular continuous component, as expected.
Recall that two q-substitutions are configuration equivalent if they have the same collection of
instructions, counted with multiplicity. A property of a substitution is a configuration invariant
if all configuration equivalent substitutions share that property or, equivalently, if it does not
depend on how the configuration arranges the instructions. The following is immediate:
Proposition 3.18. For a q-substitution S on A, the matrices MS and CS , the Perron vectors and
ergodic decompositions of S and S b S, as well as pΣp0q and KpSq, are configuration invariants.
As theorem 3.15 relates the spectrum of S to the measures λv “ v
tΣ for v P KpSq, the spectral
theory of aperiodic q-substitutions can be separated into the study of their correlation vectors and
extremal properties of their spectral hulls. As K˚ is a configuration invariant, however, this shows
us that any property of the spectrum which depends on the configuration of S is determined by
the correlation vector Σ. It is immediate that the spectrum of a substitution is not invariant with
respect to configuration equivalence: not only can the spectrum exist on different dimensional tori,
but the height (see §3.1) of a substitution depends heavily on its configuration. One can, however,
use the Fourier recursion theorem to study the effect changes in configuration have on a given
substitution, and it is evident from identities such as (22) that the structure of the configuration
relative to the carry sets ∆ppkq accounts for much of this difference. We now discuss a result on
singularity of spectrum for a large collection of q-substitutions before moving on to discuss the
algorithm for computing the measures λv for v P K
˚, as well as a number of examples.
3.5 Aperiodic Bijective Commutative q-Substitutions
In the Z case, one can combine [19, Prop 3.19 and Thm 8.2] to show that all aperiodic bijective
commutative substitutions on AZ have pure singular spectrum (not explicitly stated by Queffe´lec)
and this generalizes to q-substitutions as well. This generalizes a result of Baake and Grimm in
[2] for q-substitutions on two letters, noting that all bijective substitutions on two letters are
necessarily commutative: there are only two bijective instructions, one of which is the identity.
Theorem 3.19. Aperiodic bijective commutative q-substitutions have purely singular spectrum.
Proof. The argument is in two steps: first we show that
ř
σαα can be expressed as a sum of Riesz
products in the commutative case, and second that all such measures are singular to Lebesgue
measure. The result then follows from theorem 3.4 as σmax „ Π p
ř
αPA σααq, which is singular.
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To realize the autocorrelations as Riesz products, it is convenient to express Σ by its associated
matrix Σ˚ and use the relation (18) to express the Fourier recursion theorem 3.6 as
p˚
Σpkq “ limnÑ8
1
Qn
ř
jPr0,qnqR
pnq
j
p˚
Σp0qpR
pnq
j`kq
˚
Using the instructions of S, define matrix polynomials Rpzq and Rnpzq for n ě 0 and z P T
d by
Rpzq “ Rpz1, . . . , zdq :“
ř
jPr0,qqRjz
j1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ zjdd and Rnpzq :“ RpS
n´1
q pzqq ¨ ¨ ¨RpSqpzqqRpzq
where Sq is the q-shift z ÞÑ z
q on Td. Applying lemma 2.1 as in the proof of theorem 3.6 one can
express Σ˚ as a matrix Riesz product (see [19, §8.1]) using normalized Lebesgue measure dz on Td
Σ˚ “ w˚- limnÑ8
1
Qn
R˚nRndz
As the instructions are bijective and commute, the matrices Rj are commuting permutation
matrices and thus simultaneously unitarily diagonalizable - let P P MApCq be a unitary matrix
diagonalizing each instruction Rj of S. Using the Riesz product description of Σ˚ above, we write
PΣ˚P˚ “ w˚- limnÑ8
1
Qn
Λpzq˚Λpzqq˚ ¨ ¨ ¨Λpzq
n´1
q˚Λpzq
n´1
q ¨ ¨ ¨ΛpzqqΛpzq
where Λpzq “ PRpzqP˚ is a diagonal matrix polynomial. Thus, eigenmeasures λ on the diagonal
of PSP˚ are determined by eigenpolynomials rpzq on the diagonal of PRpzqP˚ by weak˚ limits
λ “ w˚- limnÑ8
1
Qn
śn´1
i“0 |rpS
i
qpzqq|
2dz “ w˚- limnÑ8
1
Qn
śn´1
i“0 |rpz
qiq|2dz
As
ř
σαα “ tr Σ˚ is the sum of the diagonal measures of PΣ˚P
˚ we can apply theorem 3.4 to express
the spectrum in terms of the above measures, which are a type of generalized Riesz product (see
[19, §1.3]). We now show such measures (weak-star limits as above) are singular to Lebesgue
measure, justifying the second claim at the start. Consider the principal q-th root map
z “ peiθ1 , . . . , eiθdq ÞÝÑ z
1{q “ pei
θ1{q1 , . . . , ei
θd{qdq for 0 ď θi ă 2π
denoting the push-forward of a measure ρ on Td under this map by ρpz1{qq. If λ is a weak-star
limit as above, then as Sqpz
1{qq “ z we can use the definitions to write
λpz1{qq “ w˚- limnÑ8
1
Qn
ś
jăn |r
`
pz1{qqq
j˘
|2dpz1{qq “ w˚- limnÑ8
1
Qn
|rpz1{qq|2
ś
jăn´1 |rpz
qj q|2dpz1{qq
so that as the Jacobian of z ÞÑ z1{q is 1
Q
|z1{q´1| “ 1
Q
, we have dpz1{qq “ 1
Q
dz which gives us
λpz1{qq “ 1
Q
|rpz1{qq|2
´
w˚- limnÑ8
ś
jăn´1 rpz
qj qdz
¯
“ 1
Q
|rpz1{qq|2 λpzq (20)
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Denoting the q-th roots of unity by ζj for j P r0,qq so that ζ
k1
j,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ζ
kd
j,d “ 1 for k P qZ
d (see §3.1),
λ ˝ S´1q “
ÿ
jPr0,qq
λ
`
ζj z
1{q
˘
“
1
Q
ÿ
jPr0,qq
|r
`
ζj z
1{q
˘
|2 λpζqj zq “
´ 1
Q
ÿ
jPr0,qq
|r
`
ζj z
1{q
˘
|2
¯
λpzq (21)
as ζq1
j,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ζ
qd
j,d “ 1 for all j P r0,qq. We claim the term in the parenthesis is equal to 1, so that
λ ˝ S´1q “ λ is q-shift invariant. First, note that the sum of the n-th roots of unity is 0, as this is
the coefficient of zn´1 in their minimal polynomial, and so one checks that
ř
jPr0,qq ζj,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ζj,d “ 0 ùñ
ř
jPr0,qq ζ
k1
j,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ζ
kd
j,d “
!
0 if k R qZd
Q if k P qZd
as q ÞÑ qk is a covering map of the q-th roots of unity onto the qpk,qq -th roots of unity. As the
coefficients of Rpzq are simultaneously unitarily diagonalizable, there is a unit vector v P CA with
|rpzq|2 “ v˚RpzqRpzq˚v “ v˚
´ÿ
j,kPr0,qq
RjR
˚
kz
j1´k1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ zjd´kdd
¯
v
If we let w denote z1{q, the roots of unity property lets us continue (21) obtainingÿ
iPr0,qq
|rpζiwq|
2 “ v˚
´ÿ
j,kPr0,qq
RjR
˚
k
´ÿ
iPr0,qq
ζ
j1´k1
i,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ζ
jd´kd
i,d
¯
w
j1´k1
1
¨ ¨ ¨wjd´kdd
¯
v
“ v˚
ÿ
jPr0,qq
RjR
˚
j v “ Q|v|
2 “ Q
so that λ is q-shift invariant as claimed.
As rpzq vanishes on a set of 0 Lebesgue measure, and the push forward map preserves abso-
lutely continuous components, the equality in (20) passes to λac, the absolutely continuous part
of λ, and so the equality in (21) holds for λac as well, so it is also invariant. As m is ergodic for
the q-shift, λac “ m or is 0. As m only satisfies (20) for constant rpzq, the component λac “ 0
when rpzq is not constant. As the monomials zj1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ zjdd are linearly independent for j P r0,qq,
and rpzq is an eigenfunction of Rpzq “
ř
Rjz
j1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ zjdd , it follows that rpzq can be constant if and
only if there is a nonzero vector in the kernel of Rj for j ‰ 0. As the instruction matrices Rj are
unitary, this is impossible, so that as q ‰ 0 it follows that rpzq is not a constant, and λ is singular
to Lebesgue measure. As λ is q-shift invariant, Πpλq “ λ ˚ ωq is also singular.
4 Computing the Spectrum
The goal of this section is to describe an algorithm for determining the spectrum of an aperiodic
q-substitution in a manner consistent with theorem 3.15, using it to compute the spectrum of
several examples in a manner similar to our treatment of Thue-Morse. Specifically, we compute
the extreme points of the spectral hull and the Fourier coefficients of the correlation measures, the
corresponding linear combinations of which correspond to mutually singular measures of easily
characterizable pure types giving rise to the spectrum of S. See [5, §4] for a more detailed
description of the algorithm and examples.
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Given an arbitrary q-substitution, one computes its primitive components as in proposition 1.2
by computing orbits of S on letters and partitioning the alphabet into ergodic classes. Identifica-
tion of letter orbits for imprimitive substitutions can be simplified by telescoping the substitution
with the index of imprimitivity, computed from the spectrum of the substitution matrix, see
proposition 1.2 and the following discussion. One verifies aperiodicity on each component using
Pansiot’s lemma 2.7 in the Z case, or via recognizability in general; as we will be making use of
theorems 3.6 and 3.15, aperiodicity is a property we must assume of our substitutions, and so we
let S be an aperiodic q-substitution on an alphabet A.
First, compute the instruction matrices Rj P MApCq and the substitution matrix MS “ř
jPr0,qqRj. We let u P C
A be a strictly positive linear combination of its Perron vectors, cor-
responding to the primitive blocks of its primitive reduced form (1), obtained by reordering A
according to the ergodic classes of S. This corresponds, via theorems 1.1 and 1.5, to fixing an
invariant measure µ on XS supported by all the ergodic measures for the subshift, allowing us to
compute the spectrum of S for all the primitive components simultaneously.
Second, we determine K˚, the extreme points of the spectral hull, by computing the ergodic
classes E of the bisubstitution SbS and the coincidence matrix CS “
ř
jPr0,qqRjbRj. Partitioning
A2 into letter orbits under the bisubstitution gives one the ergodic classes and transient part, and
one applies proposition 3.13 to determine the hull; note that if the transient part is empty, the
spectral hull depends only on the ergodic classes. Solving for v as a function of w1, . . . , wJ , one
imposes strong semipositivity by computing the eigenvalues of v˚ and enforcing nonnegativity, as
well as the normalization condition,
ř
αPA vααuα “ 1.
Third, we determine the correlation measures by using the Fourier recursion theorem 3.6 so
pΣpkq “ 1
Qp
ÿ
jPr0,qpq
R
ppq
j bR
ppq
j`k
pΣptj` kupq for p P N and k P Zd
For c P r´1,1sr 0 we can solve for pΣpcq algebraically using the above: note that for m ą 0 and
j P r0,qmq the Zd integer tj` cum lies in the smallest rectangle containing 0 and c, as c cannot
shift j in any dimension where c is 0. For example, if c “ 1i, the i-th coordinate vector in Z
d, and
j P r0,qpq for p ą 0 then tj` 1iup “ 1i, or 0, according to whether j is in ∆pp1iq, or not, so that
pΣp1iq “ 1QpÿjP∆pp1iqRppqj bRppqj`1i pΣp1iq ` 1QpÿjPr0,qpqr∆pp1iqRppqj bRppqj`1i pΣp0q
from which one can solve for pΣp1iq in order to obtain
pΣp1iq “ ´QpI´řjP∆pp1iqRppqj bRppqj`1i¯´1řjPr0,qpqr∆pp1iqRppqj bRppqj`1i pΣp0q (22)
where the inverse matrix above exists for some p ą 0 as the frequency of carries goes to 0 and thus
the spectral radius of the sum over ∆pp1iq as well. In this way, we compute pΣpcq for c “ 0,˘1i
for 1 ď i ď d. Next, for c of the form ˘1i ˘ 1j , the Fourier recursion expresses pΣp˘1i ˘ 1jq
in terms of pΣp0q, pΣp˘1iq, pΣp˘1jq, and pΣp˘1i ˘ 1jq and again we can solve for pΣp˘1i ˘ 1jq for
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all i and j distinct; here the ˘ can be chosen independently between i and j, but are otherwise
consistent throughout. Continue similarly for ˘1i ˘ 1j ˘ 1k for distinct i, j, k, and etc, until all
the values of pΣ on r´1,1s are known. For any k P Zd, pΣpkq can be computed directly in terms ofpΣpcq for c P r´1,1s using Fourier recursion with p ě ppkq, or the smallest p with k P p´qp,qpq.
Now that K˚ and pΣpkq for k P r0,1s are known, we apply theorem 3.15 to express the spectrum
of S in terms of λw forw P K
˚: as pure, q-shift ergodic types, they fall into one of three categories:
• Lebesgue measure ðñ for k ‰ 0, we have xλwpkq “ 0.
• pure discrete ðñ xλw is constant modulo the height lattice L, or periodic in the Z case.
• pure singular continuous ðñ xλwpkq ‰ 0 for some k ‰ 0 and isn’t constant on cosets of L.
For each w P K˚ and as many k P Zd as are necessary to classify according to the above, compute
xλwpkq “ řαβPA2 wαβyσαβpkq “ wtpΣpkq
As convolution with ωq has no effect on the purity of the above types, such characterizations
of λw will pass on to the spectrum of S. Note that Queffe´lec considers the question of spectral
multiplicity in [19, §11.2.1] where it is related to the rank of Σ˚, but we have not analyzed these
results in our context. We now work out several examples, computing the spectrum and showing
singularity to Lebesgue when possible.
4.1 Substititutions with Purely Singular Spectrum
We have already computed the spectrum of Thue-Morse, showing it to be purely singular, in
addition to theorem 3.19 showing that all aperiodic bijective and commutative q-substitutions
are singular (of which Thue-Morse is an example). Our next example, due to Queffe´lec, is bijective
but not commutative; in [19, Examples 9.3, 10.2.2.3, and 11.1.2.3] it was shown to have Lebesgue
spectrum, however there were errors in the analysis - as we now show, it is in fact purely singular.
Example 4.1 (Queffe´lec’s ζ). Let ζ be the 3-substitution on A “ t0, 1, 2u given by
ζ :
"
0 ÞÝÑ 001
1 ÞÝÑ 122
2 ÞÝÑ 210
with Mζ “
ˆ
1
1
1
˙
`
ˆ
1
1
1
˙
`
ˆ
1
1
1
˙
“
ˆ
2 0 1
1 1 1
0 2 1
˙
with the instruction matrices R0,R1,R2 appearing sequentially above. As M
2
ζ is positive, ζ is
primitive. As R0 is the identity and as 1 can be followed by 0, 1 and 2 in ζ
2p0q, Pansiot’s lemma
applies and shows that ζ is aperiodic.
We compute the ergodic decomposition of ζ b ζ: looking at letter orbits gives ergodic classes
F1 “ t00, 11, 22u and F2 “ t01, 10, 12, 21, 02, 20u and no transient pairs. By proposition 3.13
v P K ùñ v “
`
1, w,w,w, 1, w,w,w, 1
˘t
equivalently v˚ “
ˆ
1 w w
w 1 w
w w 1
˙
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where the basis of CA
2
is ordered lexicographically, 00, 01, 02, 10, 11, 12, 20, 21, 22 which will be
standard for the bialphabet. Performing simultaneous row and column operations to v˚, we have
v P K ðñ v˚ «
¨˝
1 0 0
0 1´ w2 0
0 0 1`w´2w
2
1`w
‚˛ so that v˚ " 0 implies
$&%p1` wqp1 ´ wq ě 0,p1´ wqp1 ` 2wq ě 0
or ´1
2
ď w ď 1, and so K has two extreme points given by the vectors
v1 “ ~F1 ` ~F2 “ 1, and v2 “ ~F1 ´
1
2
~F2 “
`
1,´
1
2
,´
1
2
,´
1
2
, 1,´
1
2
,´
1
2
,´
1
2
, 1
˘t
The Perron vector of Mζ is
1
3
1 and so pΣp0q “ 1
3
ř
γPA eγγ . As ∆1p1q “ t2u for q “ 3, (22) gives
pΣp1q “ ´3I´řjP∆1p1qRp1qj bRp1qj`1¯´1řjR∆1p1qRp1qj bRp1qj`1pΣp0q
“
`
3I´R2 bR0
˘´1`
R0 bR1 `R1 bR2
˘pΣp0q “ 1
39
`
5, 6, 2, 6, 2, 5, 2, 5, 6
˘t
Computing pΣp2q using p “ 1 in the Fourier recursion theorem 3.6 gives
pΣp2q “ 1
3
ÿ2
j“0Rj bRj`2
pΣprj ` 2s
1
q “ 1
3
R0 bR0pΣp0q ` 13 pR1 bR0 `R2 bR1qpΣp1q
“ 1
117
`
7, 7, 25, 25, 7, 7, 7, 25, 7
t˘
Combining the above, one checks that λv1 “ δ1, and that
yλv2p1q “ 0, and thus yλv2p3aq “ 0 for
all a by 3-shift invariance. Using the value of pΣp2q above, however, we obtain
yλv2p2q “ 1117 `1`7 ¨ 3˘´ 12`7 ¨ 3` 25 ¨ 3˘˘ ‰ 0
so that λv2 is not Lebesgue measure. As σmaxpζq “ ω3 ˚ pδ1 ` λv2q, it follows that the spectrum
of ζ is purely singular to Lebesgue spectrum on the circle T, as both ω3 and ω3 ˚ λv1 Km.
Our first example with d ą 1 comes from a domino tiling system in the plane known as the
Table. In [22], Robinson described it as a substitution on 4 symbols in Z2 as follows:
Example 4.2 (The Table). Let T be the p2, 2q-substitution on t0, 1, 2, 3u given by
T : 0 ÞÑ
3 0
1 0
1 ÞÑ
1 1
0 2
2 ÞÑ
2 3
2 1
3 ÞÑ
0 2
3 3
with substitution matrix MT “ Rp0,0q `Rp0,1q `Rp1,0q `Rp1,1q summed consecutively below:
MT “
¨˚
˚˝˚ 11
1
1
‹˛‹‹‚`
¨˚
˚˝˚ 11
1
1
‹˛‹‹‚`
¨˚
˚˝˚1 1
1
1
‹˛‹‹‚`
¨˚
˚˝˚1 1
1
1
‹˛‹‹‚“
¨˚
˚˝˚2 1 11 2 1
1 2 1
1 1 2
‹˛‹‹‚
As M2
T
ą 0, T is primitive, and aperiodicity follows from recognizability via theorem 2.9, see
[22]. Although T is a bijective substitution, Rp0,0q and Rp0,1q do not commute, and so theorem
3.19 does not apply. Computing the spectral hull, one checks from letter orbits that the ergodic
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classes of the bisubstitution are:
F1 “ t00, 11, 22, 33u and F2 “ t01, 02, 03, 10, 12, 13, 20, 21, 23, 30, 31, 32u
which partition A2 completely. Using proposition 3.13, we have v P K if and only if
v˚ “
˜
1 w w w
w 1 w w
w w 1 w
w w w 1
¸
" 0 ùñ
#
p1 ` wqp1 ´ wq ě 0
p1 ´ wq3p1` 3wq ě 0
as v˚ " 0 if and only if its principal minors are positive definite, and so K˚ consists of two points:
v1 “
ř
αPA eαα `
ř
γ‰δPA eγδ and v2 “
ř
αPA eαα ´
1
3
ř
γ‰δPA eγδ
One checks that the Perron vector of Mτ is u “ p
1
4
, 1
4
, 1
4
, 1
4
qt and so pΣp0, 0q “ 1
4
ř
γPA eγγ . Writing
A2 in the lexicographic order and using (22) to solve for pΣp1, 0q one obtains
pΣp1, 0q “ 1
20
`
0, 2, 1, 2, 0, 2, 2, 1, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2
˘t
so that combining the above we obtain the Fourier coefficients
yλv1pp1, 0qq “ 1 and yλv2pp1, 0qq “ vt2pΣpp1, 0qq “ ´ 115 ,
so that none of the measures coming from the spectral hull are Lebesgue, and thus the spectrum
of the Table is singular to Lebesgue measure on T2, the two-torus.
Note that both ζ and T are examples of bijective q-substitutions, as all of their instructions
are bijections of A. The correction of Queffe´lec’s example is significant, as it represented the only
known case of a bijective substitution with Lebesgue component. In addition to the above exam-
ples, computational software has been used to exclude Lebesgue component from the spectrum
of all bijective q-substitutions for q ď 5 (the Z case) on alphabets of at most 5 letters. Together
with theorem 3.19, this suggests that all aperiodic bijective q-substitutions may have spectrum
singular to Lebesgue measure. We now discuss a collection of (non-bijective) q-substitutions, due
to Frank [11], which have Lebesgue component in their spectrum and are based on the famous
Rudin-Shapiro substitution.
4.2 Substitutions with Lebesgue Component in Spectrum
Although the spectrum of the Rudin-Shapiro substitution is well known, it is nonetheless inter-
esting to see how the details work out allowing for all the terms vtpΣpkq for k ‰ 0 to vanish.
Example 4.3 (Rudin-Shapiro). Let ρ be the 2-substitution on t0, 1, 2, 3u
ρ :
#
0 ÞÝÑ 02
1 ÞÝÑ 32
2 ÞÝÑ 01
3 ÞÝÑ 31
with Mρ “
¨˚
˚˝˚1 0 1 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
‹˛‹‹‚`
¨˚
˚˝˚0 0 0 00 0 1 1
1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
‹˛‹‹‚“
¨˚
˚˝˚1 0 1 00 0 1 1
1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1
‹˛‹‹‚
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As M3ρ ą 0, ρ is primitive, and as ρ
2p0q “ 0201 with ρp0q0 “ 0 the symbol 0 can be proceeded by
both the symbols 1 and 2, it follows from Pansiot’s lemma that ρ is aperiodic. We now compute
the ergodic decomposition of ρbρ, the bisubstitution. Here F1 “ t00, 11, 22, 33u, and in this case
the only other ergodic class is F2 “ t03, 12, 21, 30u, so that T “ t01, 02, 10, 13, 20, 23, 31, 32u is
the transient part. Using proposition 3.13 we have v P K if and only if
v˚ “
¨˚
˚˝˚1 1
1
1
‹˛‹‹‚` w
¨˚
˚˝˚ 11
1
1
‹˛‹‹‚` 12 p1 ` wq
¨˚
˚˝˚ 1 11 1
1 1
1 1
‹˛‹‹‚"0
We can diagonalize v˚ as the above constant matrices are simultaneously diagonalizable, using
S “
˜
1 0 ´1 1
´1 ´1 0 1
´1 1 0 1
1 0 1 1
¸
we have S´1v˚S “
˜
0
1 ´ w
1´ w
2` 2w
¸
so that v is strongly semipositive if and only if ´1 ď w ď 1 and so K˚ is given by the vectors
v1 “ 1 and v2 “ p1, 0, 0,´1, 0, 1,´1, 0, 0,´1, 1, 0,´1, 0, 0, 1q
t
The Perron vector is 1
4
1 so pΣp0q “ řγPA 14eγγ . As ∆1p1q “ t1u when q “ 2, identity (22) gives
pΣp1q “ p2I ´R1 bR0q´1R0 bR1pΣp0q “ 18p0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0qt
where the basis of CA
2
is ordered lexicographically. Using theorem 3.6 for k “ 2 and p “ 1
pΣp2q “ 1
2
pR0 bR0 `R1 bR1qpΣp1q “ 18p1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1qt
Note that pΣp1q K pΣp2q: the former lies in the span of transient vectors eαβ for αβ P T , and the
latter in the span of the ergodic vectors eαβ for αβ P E1 \ E2. By explicit computation and the
Fourier recursion theorem 3.6 applied with p “ 1, one verifies the following relations for n P Z$’’’&’’’%
pΣp2nq “ 1
2
pR0 bR0 `R1 bR1q pΣpnq “ 12CρpΣpnq
1
2
CρpΣp0q “ pΣp0q
1
2
CρpΣp1q “ 12CρpΣp2q “ pΣp2q
and
$’’’&’’’%
pΣp2n ` 1q “ 1
2
`
R0 bR1pΣpnq `R1 bR0pΣpn` 1q˘
1
2
`
R0 bR1pΣp1q `R1 bR0pΣp2q˘ “ pΣp1q
1
2
`
R0 bR1pΣp2q `R1 bR0pΣp1q˘ “ pΣp1q
Using these identities and relations, one checks recursively that the identities pΣp2n ` 1q “ pΣp1q
for n P Z and pΣp2nq “ pΣp2q for n ‰ 0 are satisfied. This can be used to show that Σ is a vector
linear combination of Lebesgue measure and discrete measures supported at ˘1.
As usual, λv1 “ δ1, and using the computed values of
pΣpkq, one checks that yλv2pkq “ 0 for
k ‰ 0, and so λv2 is Lebesgue measure. As m is q-shift invariant for all q, we have σmax „ ω2`m.
We now briefly discuss Frank’s generalizations of Rudin-Shapiro. A Hadamard matrix H is an
even dimensional matrix whose coefficients are ˘1 with mutually orthogonal rows and columns.
Given a Hadamard matrix H PM2np˘1q, consider the signed alphabet A “ t˘k for 1 ď k ď 2nu
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and define the induced instructions of H using the columns of H to alternate the sign of letters:
IpHq :“
 
R : AÑ A sending α ÞÑ
`
signpαqH|α|,k
˘
k for 1 ď k ď 2n
(
If q P Zd satisfies Q “ 2n, then any configuration R of r0,qq onto IpHq gives rise to a q-
substitution on A. For example, in the n “ 1 case with Hadamard matrix H and corresponding
induced instructions R0 and R1 given by
H “
˜
1 ´1
´1 1
¸
with R0 :
$&% 1 ÞÑ 1, 2 ÞÑ 1´1 ÞÑ ´1, ´2 ÞÑ ´1 and R1 :
$&% 1 ÞÑ ´2, 2 ÞÑ ´2´1 ÞÑ 2, ´2 ÞÑ 2
corresponds to Rudin-Shapiro substitution by sending 1 ÞÑ 0,´1 ÞÑ 3, 2 ÞÑ 1, and ´2 ÞÑ 2.
Theorem 4.4 (Frank). If H is a QˆQ-Hadamard matrix with Q “ q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qd, then any q-
substitution S with induced instructions IpHq has multiplicity Q Lebesgue spectral components.
As suggested in [11, §5.1], any configuration of the instructions IpHq give rise to substitutions
in Zd with Lebesgue spectrum. As convolution with ωq has no effect on absolutely continuous
spectrum, theorem 3.15 tells us that presence of Lebesgue component is determined by the spectral
hull and the correlation vector, the first of which is already configuration invariant. This raises an
interesting question: is presence of absolutely continuous component a configuration invariant in
general? If the configuration R gives a q-substitution with Lebesgue component in its spectrum,
then there is a v in the spectral hull for which pΣpkq is orthogonal to v for all k ‰ 0. As a change in
configuration is a relabeling of the indices of the instructions, one can use theorem 3.6 to compare
correlation vectors for substitutions with different configurations on the same instructions.
4.3 Substitutions with Every Spectral Component
As the instructions for a substitution product are the Kronecker products of the instructions of
its factors, and ergodic classes depend only on the orbits of the generalized instructions, it follows
from the mixed product property that the ergodic classes for the bisubstitution partition the
pairwise products of the ergodic classes of its factors and gives the following:
Proposition 4.5. Let S and S˜ be q-substitutions on the alphabets A and A˜. Let E and E˜ denote
the ergodic classes of their respective bisubstitutions, with transient classes T and T˜ . Then the
ergodic classes of the bisubstitution of S b S˜ partition the alphabets EiE˜j as i, j range over the
indices for the respective bisubstitutions, and its transient part is given by AT˜ Y T A˜.
Our last example is a substitution possessing all three pure types in its spectrum and allows us
to illustrate an interesting property of the substitution product, see also [1, §2].
Example 4.6. Consider the 2-substitutions τ (Thue-Morse) and ρ (Rudin-Shapiro) represented
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on the alphabets Aτ “ t¯ , u and Aρ “ ta, b, c, du respectively, by
τ :
"
¯ ÞÝÑ ¯
ÞÝÑ ¯
and ρ :
"
a ÞÝÑ ac, b ÞÝÑ dc
c ÞÝÑ ab, d ÞÝÑ db
and consider the substitution S of constant length 2 on A “ ta¯, b¯, c¯, d¯, a, b, c, du, given by
S :
"
a¯ ÞÝÑ a¯c, b¯ ÞÝÑ d¯c, c¯ ÞÝÑ a¯b, d¯ ÞÝÑ d¯b
a ÞÝÑ ac¯, b ÞÝÑ dc¯, c ÞÝÑ ab¯, d ÞÝÑ db¯
which is equivalent to the substitution product τ b ρ via the obvious map AτAρ Ñ A. Note that
it is aperiodic being the substitution product of aperiodic substitutions, and primitivity follows
as M5
S
is positive. The spectrum is computed using our algorithm in detail in [5], where we use
the above proposition to show that, in this case, the spectrum of the substitution product is
equivalent to the sum of the spectra of its factors, or στbρ „ στ ` σρ, so that τ b ρ has discrete,
singular continuous, and Lebesgue components in its spectrum. These claims are confirmed by
work of Baake, Gahler, and Grimm in [1], where they consider an identical substitution (although
there it is not formulated as a substitution product). In general, it would be interesting to know
the relationship between the spectrum of a substitution product and its factors and raises an
interesting question: are there any substitutions with Lebesgue spectrum which do not arise from
substitution product with substitutions of Frank type or their factors?
4.4 Substitutions with Nontrivial Height
We now describe a class of aperiodic bijective commutative q-substitutions which attain any height
lattice of the form hZd. Fix h ě 1 in Zd and let A “ Ah :“ Z
d{2hZd be the quotient ring of Zd
integers modulo 2h, using the residue class r0, 2hq to represent the letters. Let q :“ h`1, so that
r0,qq “ r0,hs and consider the q-substitution H :“ Hh on Ah determined by the instructions
Rk : Ah Ñ Ah with Rk : α ÞÝÑ α` k pmod 2hq for k P r0,h` 1q and 0 ď α ď 2h
As cyclic permutations, the instructions of Hh are bijective and commute. Moreover, these
substitutions have height hZd as discussed in [5, §4.4] where they are also shown to be recognizable
and therefore aperiodic. Although theorem 3.19 tells us that such substitutions are purely singular,
they are interesting as they are nontrivial height and are the only example we know of where K˚
contains complex vectors. Note that the Thue-Morse substitution τ “ H1, and is the only
substitution in the above class with trivial height. The following example has height 3 and is
discussed in [5, Ex 4.4.2] in detail; we summarize the results here.
Example 4.7. Let H “ H3 be the 4-substitution of height 3 described above, and given by
H :
"
0 ÞÝÑ 0123 3 ÞÝÑ 3450
1 ÞÝÑ 1234 4 ÞÝÑ 4501
2 ÞÝÑ 2345 5 ÞÝÑ 5012
with instructions Rj : Z{6ZÑ Z{6Z taking α ÞÑ α` j
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As shown in [5], the ergodic classes of the bisubstitution of Hh correspond to the (permutation)
matrices Rj, so that a left Q-eigenvector v of CH has an associated matrix of the form
v˚ “
5ÿ
j“0
wjRj “
»————————–
w0 w1 w2 w3 w4 w5
w5 w0 w1 w2 w3 w4
w4 w5 w0 w1 w2 w3
w3 w4 w5 w0 w1 w2
w2 w3 w4 w5 w0 w1
w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
so that K˚ “
$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
v1 “ p1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1q
v2 “ p1,´
1
2
´
?
3
2
i,´ 1
2
`
?
3
2
i, 1,´ 1
2
´
?
3
2
i,´ 1
2
`
?
3
2
iq
v3 “ p1,´
1
2
`
?
3
2
i,´ 1
2
´
?
3
2
i, 1,´ 1
2
`
?
3
2
i,´ 1
2
´
?
3
2
iq
v4 “ p1,´1, 1,´1, 1,´1q
v5 “ p1,
1
2
´
?
3
2
i,´ 1
2
´
?
3
2
i,´1,´ 1
2
`
?
3
2
i, 1
2
`
?
3
2
iq
v6 “ p1,
1
2
`
?
3
2
i,´ 1
2
`
?
3
2
i,´1,´ 1
2
´
?
3
2
i, 1
2
´
?
3
2
iq
Now, as H is bijective, 1
6
MH is both row and column stochastic, so its Perron vector is
1
6
1, and
so pΣp0q “ řγPA 16eγγ . Using (22) and theorem 3.6 we compute pΣpkq (in matrix form for space)
pΣ˝p0q “ 1
6
R0, pΣ˝p1q “ 130R2 ` 430R5, pΣ˝p2q “ 230R1 ` 330R4, pΣ˝p3q “ 330R0 ` 230R3
Letting λj :“ λvj “ v
t
jΣ, we compute the Fourier coefficients and obtain
xλ1p1q “ 1
xλ1p2q “ 1
xλ1p3q “ 1
xλ2p1q “ ´ 12 ´ ?32 i
xλ2p2q “ ´ 12 ´ ?32 i
xλ2p3q “ 1
xλ3p1q “ ´ 12 ` ?32 i
xλ3p2q “ ´ 12 ` ?32 i
xλ3p3q “ 1
xλ4p1q “ ´ 35
xλ4p2q “ 15
xλ4p3q “ 15
xλ5p1q “ 310 ` 3?310 i
xλ5p2q “ ´ 110 ` ?310 i
xλ5p3q “ 15
xλ6p1q “ 310 ´ 3?310 i
xλ6p2q “ ´ 110 ´ ?310 i
xλ6p3q “ 15
xλipkq “ xλiprks3q for i “ 1, 2, 3 and k P Z xλ4pkq ` xλ5pkq ` xλ6pkq “ xλ4prks3q ` xλ4prks3q ` xλ6prks3q for k P Z
and one checks that λ1`λ2` λ3 “ 3ν3 by (11), which represents the entire discrete spectrum by
Dekking’s theorem, and one checks that λ4`λ5`λ6 is equal to ν3˚λ for some singular continuous
measure λ on T, and σmax „ ω4 ˚ ν3 ˚ pδ ` λq.
5 Appendix
The purpose of the appendix is to prove theorem 3.15, based on Queffe´lec’s work for one-sided
substitutions of constant length in one-dimension. First, however, we need to extend [19, Corollary
7.1] of Queffe´lec allowing for the diagonalization of an ergodic matrix of measures on the unit
circle group. Our approach, though similar, is more direct and allows for the diagonalization of
a matrix of measures ergodic for a continuous action on a compact metric space. Both rely on a
local representation of the dual space to measures due to Sˇreider.
5.1 Generalized Functionals on MpXq
Let X be a metrizable compact space. By a measure (on X) we mean a complex Borel measure of
finite total variation, and denote by M :“MpXq the Banach space of measures on X under the
total variation norm }µ} :“ |µ|pXq, where |µ| “ µ``µ´ is the total variation measure of µ PM.
LetM˚ denote the Banach space dual ofM, consisting of continuous linear functionals MÑ C.
We extend the notions of absolute continuity, mutual singularity, equivalence of measures, almost-
everywhere, and null-sets to complex measures using their total variation measures. We will often
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view M via Riesz representation as continuous linear functionals on CpXq, expressing a measure
as µ or dµ depending on the context.
For µ P M, let Lpµq :“ tν P M : ν ! µu be the L-space for µ, consisting of all measures
absolutely continuous with respect to µ, and LpµqK those measures which are mutually singular to
µ. Lebesgue decomposition gives M “ Lpµq ‘LpµqK, and implies that Lpµq is a closed subspace.
Theorem 5.1. For each µ PM, there exist isometric isomorphisms Bµ, B
˚
µ, such that for ν ! µ,
Bµ : Lpµq
„
ÝÑ L1pµq with dν “ Bµν dµ and Bµ|Lpνq “ Bµν ¨ Bν
B˚µ : Lpµq
˚ „ÝÑ L8pµq with F pνq “
ş
X
B˚µFdν and B
˚
ν |Lpµq˚ “ B
˚
µ
The statements about Bµ follow immediately from the Radon-Nikodym theorem for complex
measures and those about B˚µ follow as L
1pµq˚ is isometrically isomorphic to L8pµq when µ has
finite total variation. Here, the identity dν “ Bµν dµ holds in the sense of the Riesz Representation
theorem. Using density arguments, this extends to integration of L1pνq functions, so that νpAq “ş
A
Bµνdµ for A Borel, and they agree pointwise as measures. In this sense, we can think of Lpµq
as L1pµqdµ, and one can use this to show that multiplication by Bµν is a map from Lpνq Ñ Lpµq.
We now use the maps B˚µ to describe a similar localization of M
˚ due to Sˇreider [25], giving rise
to an action on M used by Queffe´lec.
Definition 5.2. A generalized functional ϕ onM is an association ofM with essentially bounded
functions on X sending µ PM ÞÑ ϕµ P L
8pµq, such that for all µ, ν PM
ν ! µ ùñ ϕµ “ ϕν ν-ae and }ϕ} :“ sup}µ}“1 }ϕµ}L8pµq ă 8
By the above theorem, it is clear that µ ÞÑ B˚µF takes every F PM
˚ to a generalized functional.
Moreover, each generalized functional ϕ determines a functional F onM given by F pνq :“
ş
X
ϕνdν
with }F } “ }ϕ}, which is the content of the following result of Sˇreider, see [25, Thm 1].
Theorem 5.3 (Sˇreider). The Banach dual M˚ coincides with generalized functionals on M.
As our measures have finite total variation, L8pµq Ă L1pµq for all µ P M. Thus, we can
compose B´1µ ˝ B
˚
µ : Lpµq
˚ ãÑ Lpµq, sending F ÞÑ B˚µFdµ, giving rise to an action of M
˚ on M
M˚ ˆMÑM sending F, µ ÞÝÑ F ¨µ with dpF ¨µq “ B˚µFdµ
A map ψ :MÑM is absolutely continuous if ψ : Lpµq Ñ Lpµq for all µ PM.
Proposition 5.4. The action of M˚ on M is by absolutely continuous commuting operators.
Proof. That the action is absolutely continuous follows as B´1µ ˝ B
˚
µ is a map into Lpµq and so
ν ! µ implies F ¨ν ! ν ! µ. For F,G PM˚, theorem 5.1 tells us that B˚G¨µF “ B
˚
µF P L
1pG¨µq so
dpF ¨G¨µq “ B˚G¨µFdpG¨µq “ B
˚
µFdpG¨µq “ B
˚
µFB
˚
µGdµ “ B
˚
F ¨µGdpF ¨µq “ dpG¨F ¨µq
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which shows that the action is commutative.
We say F PM˚ acts invariantly on µ PM if there exists Fµ P C with F ¨µ “ Fµµ, a constant
multiple of µ. We refer to Fµ as the eigenvalue for F on µ. If ν P Lpµq then Fµ “ Fν ν-ae by
theorem 5.1 so that if F acts invariantly on µ, it acts invariantly on Lpµq with the same eigenvalue.
Proposition 5.5. If F PM˚ acts invariantly on µ, ν PM˚ and Fµ ‰ Fν , then µ K ν.
Proof. If ρ P Lpµq X Lpνq is not 0, then F will also act invariantly on ρ and the eigenvalues will
satisfy Fµ “ Fρ “ Fν , giving a contradiction. This implies the measures are mutually singular.
We now discuss some preliminaries allowing us to extend the action of M˚ to matrices with
entries inM. For n ě 1, letMnpCq denote the space of nˆn complex matrices andMn :“MnpXq
the collection of MnpCq-valued Borel measures of finite total variation. We abuse notation by
using the symbol 0 to denote both the zero matrix and zero matrix of measures, for any dimension.
ForW “ pωijq1ďi,jďn PMnpXq we write |W| :“
ř
i,j |ωij| for the total variation measure of W, so
that A is |W|-null if and only if WpBq “ 0 for every B Ă A. For readability, we will often denote
ω :“ |W|. The following shows that the total variation’s type is a similarity invariant (over C.)
Proposition 5.6. If S PMnpCq is invertible and W PMnpXq, then |W| „ |SWS
´1|.
Proof. If A is |W|-null then A is ωij-null for 1 ď i, j ď n, so that WpBq “ 0 for every B Ă A and
SWpBqS´1 “ 0 for all B Ă A. Thus |SWS´1| ! |W| and conversely as W “ S´1pSWS´1qS.
Integration with respect toW is done as follows: for f P L1pωq the integral
ş
X
fdW PMnpCq is
the matrix with the integrals
ş
X
fdωij as its components. All of the above notions can be extended
to rectangular matrices as well as vectors, although the square case is of primary interest to us
and we will not need the others beyond formalities. A matrix of measures is positive definite if it
is pointwise positive semidefinite when evaluated on sets.
Extend the action of M˚ to Mn componentwise (as B
˚
ω
F is a scalar function for F PM˚)
M˚ ˆMn ÝÑMn sending F,W ÞÝÑ F ¨W with dpF ¨Wq “ B
˚
ω
FdW
We say that F acts invariantly onW PMn if there exists a FW PMnpCq such that F ¨W “WFW
(or “ FWW) and refer to FW as a right (or left) eigenmatrix for F on W. As pF ¨Wq
˚ “ F ¨W˚
F ¨W “ FWW ðñ F ¨W
˚ “W˚F ˚W
we may restrict our attention to pairs F,W for which the eigenmatrices act from the right without
loss of generality. Although in general eigenmatrices for a given functional F need not be unique,
they must be whenever WpAq is invertible for some A Ă X, as
F ¨W “WFW ùñ FW “WpAq
´1
ş
A
B˚
ω
FdW
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Let M˝n denote the collection of nondegenerate matrix measures, or
M˝n :“ tW PMn : there exists A Ă X Borel with WpAq invertibleu
Thus when F acts invariantly on W PM˝n we can speak of the eigenmatrix FW for the action of
F on W. For the action of M˚ on a (general) matrix measure W, the (right) eigenmatrices are
EigRpWq :“ tB PMnpCq : F ¨W “WB for some F PM
˚u
Proposition 5.7. For V PM˝n, the matrices in EigRpVq are simultaneously diagonalizable.
Proof. If F,G PM˚ act invariantly on V PM˝n with ν :“ |V|, then as the action of M
˚ on Mn
is componentwise, we have F ¨G¨V “ G¨F ¨V by proposition 5.4 and so
VFVGV “ G¨F ¨V “ F ¨G¨V “ VGVFV
so that, as VpAq is invertible for some A Borel, we can cancel and the eigenmatrices commute.
Now, suppose F P M˚ acts invariantly on V P M˝n we show that FV is diagonalizable. Let
λ P C be an eigenvalue of FV and v P C
n a generalized eigenvector of degree k ą 0, so that
pFV ´ λIq
kv “ 0. The claim will follow by showing that k “ 1, as this implies the eigenvalues of
FV are simple, and thus diagonalized by putting into Jordan form. As F ¨V “ VFV , we have
VpFV ´ λIq
kv “ pF ´ λqk¨Vv “ 0
where pF ´ λqk is the action of the functional µ ÞÑ F pµq ´ λµpXq on V, k consecutive times; as
B˚
ν
F ´ λ P L8pνq, this defines a generalized functional on Lpνq. The above then gives us
pB˚
ν
F ´ λqk “ 0 Vv-ae ùñ B˚
ν
F “ λ Vv-ae
In particular, this shows VFVv “ F ¨Vv “ λVv and so FVv “ λv as V P M
˝
n. Thus, v is an
eigenvector for FV which is diagonalizable as it has no generalized eigenvectors.
Thus EigRpVq is a commuting family of diagonalizable matrices, and therefore can be si-
multaneously diagonalized, as commuting matrices share invariant subspaces and diagonalizable
matrices have one-dimensional invariant subspaces spanning their domain.
5.1.1 Diagonalization of MnpX,Sq
For a continuous Zd action S on X, let MpX,Sq denote the collection of S-invariant complex
Borel measures on X; note the distinction from the prequel, where it represents only the positive
probability measures. Restricting to S-invariant probability measures gives a compact convex
set, the extreme points of which are ergodic and mutually singular. By ergodic decomposition,
MpX,Sq is the C-span of E “ EpX,Sq, the ergodic S-invariant probability measures, see [26].
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For each µ PMpX,Sq we have the σ-algebra (and where ∆ denotes the symmetric difference)
Bµ “ tA Ă X Borel such that A∆S
kA is µ-null @k P Zdu
consisting of the µ-ae S-invariant Borel subsets of X. The simple functions over this σ-algebra
generate a closed subspace of L2pµq which we denote L2pµ, Sq and the orthogonal projection
Eµ : L
2pµq Ñ L2pµ, Sq sends f to Eµpfq “ Epf |Bµq, the conditional expectation of f given the
σ-algebra of µ-ae S-invariant Borel sets. Thus, by the mean ergodic theorem, the ergodic averages
Ampfq :“
1
md
ř
kPr0,m1s f ˝ S
´k as nÑ8ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Eµpfq P L
2pµq
Using this, we construct a collection of functionals on M determined by a bounded Borel
function on X. For such a function, f, the ergodic averages Ampfq are all bounded by the supre-
mum norm of f, so that }Eµpfq}8 ď }f}8 and Eµpfq P L
8pµq. As all our measures have finite
total variation, L2 convergence implies convergence in L1, and so subsequences of ergodic averages
converge pointwise almost everywhere with respect to an invariant measure. Thus, if ν ! µ are
both invariant, we can pass to the almost everywhere pointwise subsequential limits of Ampfq and
show that Eµpfq “ Eνpfq ν-ae. For each bounded f, Sˇreider’s theorem 5.3 shows that µ ÞÑ Eµpfq
gives rise to a functional on MpX,Sq, a closed subspace of M, which can be extended to M via
the Hahn-Banach theorem; let rf s denote the collection of all such extensions. Thus, we obtain:
Proposition 5.8. For each bounded function f on X, there exists a nonempty collection of
functionals rf s ĂM˚ such that F P rf s and µ PMpX,Sq give B˚µF “ Eµpfq µ-ae
Note that for every F P rf s and µ P MpX,Sq we have F pµq “
ş
X
Eµpfqdµ “
ş
X
fdµ as X
is always an invariant set, and Eµpfq is the conditional expectation. We use the above to prove
a diagonalization result for ergodic matrices of measures relative to S : X Ñ X continuous. Let
MnpX,Sq denote those measures in Mn all of whose components are in MpX,Sq. A matrix of
measures W PMnpX,Sq with total variation ω is ergodic provided for all f, g P L
2pωq
1
md
ř
kPr0,m1s
ş
X
f ˝ S´k ¨ g dW ÝÑ
ş
X
f dW
ş
X
g dW (23)
as m Ñ 8. Characterizations for mixing are similar, and just as in the n “ 1 case, mixing
implies ergodic by looking at component measures, and so the familiar Fourier characterizations
for mixing hold in this setting as well. Note that in the above, we do not include the case where
the limits converge to
`ş
gdW
˘ `ş
fdW
˘
as possibilities, as the following theorem shows that these
matrices will always commute as long as the matrix of measures is ergodic.
We say a matrix of measures W is diagonalizable if there exists a Q P MnpCq invertible
with QWQ´1 a diagonal matrix of measures; the measures appearing on the diagonal are called
eigenmeasures of W. Recall that the nondegenerate matrices of measures are the collection M˝n
of matrices of measures which are invertible when evaluated on some Borel subset of X.
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Theorem 5.9. IfW PMnpX,SqXM
˝
n is ergodic, it is diagonalizable with ergodic eigenmeasures.
Proof. The reverse direction is immediate, the forward follows from propositions 5.7 and 5.8: for
A Ă X Borel and F P r1As, consider the measure F ¨W PMnpXq. As W is ergodic, for g P CpXqż
X
g dpF ¨Wq “
ż
X
B˚
ω
F g dW “
ż
X
Eωp1Aq g dW “ lim
mÑ8
ż
X
Amp1Aq g dW “WpAq
ż
X
g dW
by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and the mean ergodic theorem. As measures in
MpXq are characterized by integration against continuous functions, this implies that F ¨W “
WpAqW, and soWpAq P EigRpWq for all A Ă X Borel. By proposition 5.7, all the matricesWpAq
for A Borel are simultaneously diagonalizable over C, and there exists a matrix Q PMnpCq such
that QWpAqQ´1 is diagonal, for all A Ă X Borel. This implies that QWQ´1 is a diagonal matrix
of measures, and so W is diagonalizable over C. The claim of ergodicity and invariance follows as
Q
`ş
fdW
˘
Q´1 “
ş
f dpQWQ´1q
and using the descriptions of invariance and ergodicity given earlier.
5.2 Proof of Theorem 3.15
We now proceed to the proof of our main result, based on Queffe´lec’s work. We already know
that σmax is related to linear combinations of correlation measures (theorem 3.4), and we know
that the spectral hull gives rise to q-shift invariant measures (proposition 3.12) in the span of
the correlation measures. To finish, we need to show that the spectral hull actually generates the
entire spectrum, and the extreme points give rise to measures with the specified ergodic properties.
This is accomplished via Queffe´lec’s bicorrelation measure Z, a matrix of measures related to the
correlation measures of the bisubstitution S b S. Recall that all our q-substitutions S on A have
been telescoped so that S and S b S have index of imprimitivity 1, see proposition 1.2 so that
P :“ limnÑ8
1
Qn
Mn
S
and P :“ limnÑ8
1
Qn
Mn
SbS “ limnÑ8
1
Qn
ř
jPr0,qnqR
pnq
j bR
pnq
j (24)
exist by the primitive reduced form of proposition 1.2 and results in [12, Chap III §7], converging
to nonorthogonal projections onto the Q-eigenspaces of the substitution and coincidence matrices.
Proposition 5.10. Let S be an aperiodic q-substitution on A. If, for k P Zd and n ě 0, we write
C
pnq
k
:“ 1
Qn
ř
jPr0,qnqR
pnq
j
bR
pnq
j`k PMA2pCq then Ck :“ limnÑ8C
pnq
k
PMA2pCq
exists for every k P Zd, and form the Fourier coefficients for a matrix of measures Z PMA2pT
dq.
Proof. Note that C0 “ P by definition. For ω P A
` and n ě 0, let h
pnq
ω be the vector in CA
recording the frequencies with which ω appears in superblocks Snpγq, so that for each γ P A,
etγh
pnq
ω :“ 1{Qn Card
 
j P Zd : ω ď T jSnpγqu
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Although limits of such frequencies are known to exist in general, we show it here for completeness.
Lemma 5.11. If S is an aperiodic q-substitution on A, then limnÑ8 h
pnq
ω exists for every ω P A`
Proof. See also [19, Proof of Prop 10.4]. If ω is a subblock of Sn`ppγq for n, p ą 0, then either:
ω appears as a subblock of Snpαq for some α appearing in Sppγq, or ω overlaps two or more
such blocks. First, the number of ways α can appear in Sppγq is etαM
p
S
eγ . Second, if supppωq is
contained in rj, j`kq for j,k P Zd, then the number of ways ω can overlap multiple such blocks is
bounded by QpCardp∆ppkqq, as j will be translated into one of the Q
p subblocks of r0,qn`pq in
the qnZd lattice. Lastly, the number of ways ω appears in Snpαq is
`
h
pnq
ω
˘
α
so that adding over αÿ
αPA
`
hpnqω
˘
α
`
M
p
S
˘
α,γ
ď
`
hpn`pqω
˘
γ
ď QpCardp∆npkqq `
ÿ
αPA
`
hpnqω
˘
α
`
M
p
S
˘
α,γ
Dividing through by Qn`p and taking the transpose gives componentwise inequalities
Q´ppMp
S
qthpnqω ď h
pn`pq
ω ď Q
´nCardp∆npkqq1 `Q
´ppMp
S
qthpnqω (25)
where 1 is again the vector of 1’s. Letting pÑ8, we have
Pthpnqω ď lim infpÑ8h
pn`pq
ω ď lim suppÑ8h
pn`pq
ω ď Q
´nCardp∆npkqq1 `P
thpnqω
The first inequality in (25) together with the identity MSP “ QP gives P
th
pnq
ω ď h
pn`pq
ω P so
that, as 0 ď h
pnq
ω ď 1 and P is nonnegative, the limit h8ω :“ limnÑ8P
th
pnq
ω exists. Letting
n Ñ 8 in the above inequalities and using lemma 2.1 shows that the limit of h
pnq
ω exists, as
h8ω ď lim infpÑ8 h
ppq
ω ď lim suppÑ8 h
ppq
ω ď h8ω , completing the proof.
We now proceed to prove the above proposition, see also [19, Prop 10.4]. Recall from §2.3
that the n-th desubstitute of ω P A` corresponds to the smallest (subset ordering on support)
blocks η P A` extending ω after n-steps of the iterated function system T kS for k P r0,qq, or
S´npωq “ tpj, ηq P r0,qnq ˆA` : supppηq “ tj` supppωqun and ω ď T
jSnpηqu
By corollary 2.11.3, the cylinders of XS can be decomposed via the iterated function system
rωs “
Ů
pj,ηqPS´npωqT
jSnrηs
so that h
pnq
ω is counting those pairs pj, ηq for which supppηq “ 0, i.e. when j R ∆npsupppωqq. In
the case where ω sends 0 ÞÑ α and k ÞÑ β, this means h
pnq
ω is undercounting, while the proof of
theorem 3.6 shows etαβ
ř
jPr0,qnqR
pnq
j bR
pnq
j`k is overcounting, S
´npωq each by a bounded factor of
Cardp∆npkqq. Thus
ˇˇ
etαβC
pnq
k ´ ph
pnq
ω qt
ˇˇ
Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8 and Ck exists for k P Z
d. We now show
Ck are Fourier coefficients for a matrix of measures Z PMA2pT
dq. For w P Td and k P Zd write
Znpwq :“
1
Qn
ř
i,jPr0,qnqR
pnq
j bR
pnq
i w
i´j where wk “ pwk1
1
, . . . , w
kd
d q
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Viewing Znpwqdw PMA2pT
dq, for each αβ, γδ P A2 the total variation norm of etαβZneγδ is››etαβZneγδ›› “ ż
Td
ˇˇ
etαβZnpwqeγδ
ˇˇ
dw “
1
Qn
ż
Td
ˇˇˇ ÿ
i,jPr0,qnq
petαR
pnq
j
eγw
´jqpetβR
pnq
i
eδw
iq
ˇˇˇ
dw
Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, this gives (where s “ CardA)
››etαβZneγδ›› ď 1Qn´
ż ˇˇÿ
jPr0,qnqe
t
αR
pnq
j eγw
´j ˇˇ2 dw¯1{2´ ż ˇˇÿ
iPr0,qnqe
t
βR
pnq
i eδw
i
ˇˇ2
dw
¯1{2
“
1
Qn
´ ÿ
jPr0,qnq
petαR
pnq
j eγq
2
¯1{2´ ÿ
iPr0,qnq
petβR
pnq
i eδq
2
¯1{2
“
1
Qn
petαM
n
Seγq
1
2 petβM
n
Seδq
1
2 ď 1
as etιR
pnq
k eκ “ 0 or 1, and M
n
S “
ř
jPr0,qnqR
pnq
j . As }Zn} ď s
4, the measures Zn are uniformly
bounded and a subsequence converges in the weak-star topology to some measure Z. However, as
xZnpkq “ 1Qn řjPr0,qnqRpnqj bRpnqj`k
the Fourier coefficients all converge to the same limit, so Z is the unique limit point and
pZpkq “ limnÑ8 xZnpkq limnÑ8Cpnqk “ limnÑ8 1Qn řjPr0,qnqRpnqj bRpnqj`k
completing the proof.
The matrix Z “ pσγδαβqαβ,γδPA2 is the bicorrelation matrix, after Queffe´lec, as its components
σ
γδ
αβ are the correlation measures of the bisubstitution. Note that in the definition of Z, the limit
above can be split at the p-th scale q-adicly letting us write
pZpkq “ Ck “ ´ 1QpřrjspPr0,qpqRppqj bRppqj`k¯ limnÑ8 ´ 1Qn´přtjupPr0,qn´pqRpn´pqtjup bRpn´pqtj`kup¯
which gives a Fourier recursion for pZpkq similar to theorem 3.6 for Σ and letting us write
pZpkq “ 1
Qp
ÿ
jPr0,qpq
R
ppq
j
bR
ppq
j`k
pZptj` kupq “ limpÑ8 1QpÿjPr0,qpqRppqj bRppqj`k pZp0q (26)
using lemma 2.1 as in theorem 3.6. Thus pZpkq “ pZpkq pZp0q for all k. As pZp0q “ P by definition,
Z “ Z pZp0q “ ZP (27)
Proposition 5.12. PZ is MA2pCq-diagonalizable with eigenmeasures ergodic for the q-shift.
Proof. First, we show that PZ has the required ergodic properties. For a P Zd use (26) to write
yPZpaqq “ 1
Q
P
ÿ
jPr0,qq
Rj bRj`aqZptj` aqu1q “
1
Q
P
ÿ
jPr0,qq
Rj bRj pZpaq “yPZpaq (28)
by the same operations used in §3 to show (17) and the definition (24) of P, so that PZ is q-shift
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invariant. Fixing a,b P Zd and writing k P r0,qn`pq as i` jqp for 0 ď i ă qp and 0 ď j ă qn,
pZpb` aqpq “ lim
nÑ8
1
Qn`p
ÿ
i P r0,qpq, j P r0,qnq
R
pn`pq
i`jqp bR
pn`pq
i`jqp`b`aqp
“ lim
nÑ8
1
Qn`p
ÿ
i P r0,qpq, j P r0,qnq
R
ppq
i R
pnq
j bR
ppq
i`bR
pnq
j`a`ti`bu
p
using the identities of proposition 2.2. Using the mixed product property of the Kronecker product
limnÑ8
1
Qn`p
ř
iPr0,qpqR
ppq
i bR
ppq
i`b
ř
jPr0,qnqR
pnq
j bR
pnq
j`a`ti`bup
“ 1
Qp
ř
iPr0,qpqR
ppq
i bR
ppq
i`b
pZpa` ti` bupq
As Z “ ZP, we let pÑ8 and use lemma 2.1 again as in the proof of theorem 3.6 and obtain
limpÑ8yPZpb` aqpq “yPZpbqyPZpaq (29)
so that PZ defines a matrix of measures which is ergodic for the q-shift on Td, see (23) in §5.1.1.
To finish, we need to extend theorem 5.9 to PZ which allows for diagonalization of nonde-
generate ergodic matrices of measures: PZ is often degenerate, as P is a projection operator. As
PZ “ PZP by (27), PZ is zero on the kernel of P, and will be diagonal on that subspace with
respect to any basis for the kernel of P. Thus, we can restrict to the image of P, where P is the
identity. This implies that PZpTdq “ P pZp0q “ P2 “ P is the identity on the image of P, so that
we may consider PZ PM˝n as an operator valued measure on the image of P. As PZ is ergodic for
the q-shift, theorem 5.9 tells us that PZ is diagonalizable with respect to the image of P. As both
the image and the kernel are invariant subspaces for PZ, it follows that PZ is diagonalizable.
Ergodicity of the eigenmeasures then follows from the ergodic property of PZ.
Corollary 5.13. Both Z and P preserve strong semipositivity on CA
2
.
Proof. As P “ pZp0q “ ZpTdq and strong semipositivity of a vector-valued measure is determined
by its value on sets, the statement for P is inherited from Z. Letting v be strongly semipositive,
we must show that Zv “
ř
γδPA2 vγδσ
γδ
αβ gives rise to a positive definite matrix of measures, or
z˚ ˚pZvqz “
ř
α,βPA
ř
γδPA2 zα zβ vγδ σ
γδ
αβ
is a positive measure for nonzero z P CA. As v˚ " 0, there exists a orthonormal basis twκuκPA of
eigenvectors with eigenvalues λκ ě 0 (for κ P A) such that v˚ “
ř
λκwκw
˚
κ. By the above and
nonnegativity of the λκ, it suffices to show for w P C
A the expression
ř
α,β,γ,δPA zα zβ wγ wδ σ
γδ
αβ is
a positive measure. Let Z˜ “ pσγδαβqαγ,βδPA2 , noting the change in indexing from Z “ pσ
γδ
αβqαβ,γδPA2 .
Lemma 5.14. The matrix rZ is a positive definite matrix of measures.
Proof. Let ttαγuαγPA2 Ă C and denote ν :“
ř
αγ,βδ tαγtβδσ
γδ
αβ. We show that ν is a positive
measure by showing that its Fourier coefficients form a positive definite sequence, and appealing
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to Bochner’s theorem. Fixing n ą 0 and tajujPr0,qnq Ă C, we must show that the measureÿ
j,kPr0,qnq
ak aj pνpj´ kq “ÿ
αγ,βδ
ÿ
j,kPr0,qnq
ak aj tαγ tβδ
y
σ
γδ
αβpj´ kq
is nonnegative. For j,k P Zd, one can use the Kronecker product to write
y
σ
γδ
αβpj´ kq “ limnÑ8
1
Qn
ÿ
iPr0,qnqe
t
αβR
pnq
i bR
pnq
i`j´keγδ “ limnÑ8
1
Qn
ÿ
iPr0,qnqpe
t
αR
pnq
i`keγqpe
t
βR
pnq
i`jeδq
as the definition of the Rpnq give invariance of the sum under translation in its index (i ÞÑ i` k)
and the defining property of the Kronecker product. Thus, for any n ą 0, if tajujPr0,qnq Ă C,ÿ
j,kPr0,qnq
ajak pνpj´ kq “ lim
nÑ8
1
Qn
ÿ
αγ,βδ
ÿ
j,kPr0,qnq
ÿ
iPr0,qnq
´
pak tαγ e
t
αR
pnq
i`keγqpaj tβδ e
t
βR
pnq
i`jeδq
¯
“ lim
nÑ8
1
Qn
›››ÿ
i,kPr0,qnq
ÿ
γαPA2ai tγα e
t
αR
pnq
i`keγ
›››2 ě 0
and so tpνpkqukPZd forms a positive definite Zd-sequence. By Bochner’s theorem, ν is a positive
measure on Td, and it follows that rZ is a positive definite matrix of measures.
As our goal was to show that
ř
α,β,γ,δPA zα zβ wγ wδ σ
γδ
αβ is a positive measure, the result follows
by setting tαγ “ zαwγ and applying the above.
Corollary 5.15. PZ is diagonalizable with respect to strongly semipositive eigenvectors in CA
2
.
Proof. We know by proposition 5.12 that PZ can be diagonalized, all that remains is the choice of
eigenvectors. Note that a priori the eigenmeasures are complex valued. Being ergodic, however,
they must be constant complex multiplies of positive q-shift invariant measures. As yPZp0q “ P is
the identity on the image of P, it follows that pλp0q “ 1 for every eigenmeasure λ of PZ. Thus the
eigenmeasures are in fact probability measures, and therefore are either equal or mutually singular
by ergodic decomposition. Fix an eigenmeasure λ of PZ, and let Dλ be the projection onto Lpλq,
the L-space of measures absolutely continuous w.r.t. λ. As P and Z preserve strong semipositivity,
DλpPZq preserves strong semipositivity as well, as this property is determined pointwise on Borel
sets. Thus, the matrix of measures DλpPZq is similar (via the same similarity diagonalizing PZ)
to a diagonal matrix of measures, with λ or 0 on the diagonal, and so DλpPZq “ λPλ for some
projection operator Pλ P MA2pCq. This implies that Pλ preserves strong semipositivity, and as
strongly semipositive vectors span CA
2
(as MnpCq is the C-span of the (semi)positive definite
matrices) it follows that the image of Pλ is spanned by strongly semipositive vectors. Thus the
eigenspace corresponding to each eigenmeasure λ is spanned by its strongly semipositive vectors,
and we can therefore choose a basis of strongly semipositive eigenvectors for PZ, as desired.
Proposition 5.16. There is a strongly semipositive basis in which Z is similar to
´
Λ 0
W 0
¯
and
where Λ is a diagonal matrix of measures with |W| ! ωq ˚ |Λ|.
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Proof. The specified basis is provided by corollary 5.15. Let w1, . . . ,wn be the strongly semipos-
itive eigenvectors for nonzero eigenmeasures of PZ, and w˜n`1, . . . , w˜A2 those corresponding to
the zero eigenmeasures. Then Λ corresponds to Z on the span of the wj and W corresponds to
Z on the span of the w˜j. That the last block column of Z is zero follows as Z “ ZP. That Λ is
diagonal follows as P is the identity on the span of the wj, which diagonalize PZ.
We now show that |W| ! ωq˚|Λ|: let L “ Lpωq˚|Λ|q be those measures absolutely continuous
with respect to
ř
ωq˚λ, summed over the eigenmeasures λ of PZ. Recalling that Sq is the q-shift
on Td sending z ÞÑ zq, we write Sqµ :“ µ˝S
´1
q for measures µ PMpT
dq. Note that the support of
|Λ| ˚ωq is Sq-invariant, as the q-adic rationals and the support of Λ are Sq-invariant. Similarly,
the null sets of |Λ| ˚ ωq are also Sq-invariant, so that L and L
K are Sq-invariant L-spaces of
measures; see §5.1 and also [19, Lemma 10.4]. Let D and DK represent the projections onto the
L-spaces L and LK respectively. Writing w :“
ř
wi, then Pw “ w implies CSw “ Qw and
Zw “
ř
λiwi `Ww ùñ CSZw “ Q
ř
λiwi ` CSWw and PWw “ 0
Using identity (26) and ySqµpaq “ pµpaqq, one checks that SqZ “ 1QCSZ, and so
SqZw “
ř
λiwi `
1
Q
SqWw ùñ
1
Q
CSWw “ SqWw ùñ
1
Qn
Cn
S
DKWw “ SnqD
KWw
as L and LK are Sq-invariant. As PWw “ 0, this implies that S
n
qpD
KWwq Ñ 0 in norm. Thus
{SnqDKWwp0q “ {DKWwp0q “ 0
As strong-positivity is determined pointwise and the λi P L, D
KpZwq “ DKWw is strongly
semipositive, and thus 0. It follows that Ww “ DpWwq. As the eigenvectors of the nonzero
eigenmeasures of PZ span the image of P, it follows that |W| ! |Λ˚ωq|, completing the proof.
The following lets us compute the eigenmeasures of PZ, see §3.3 for a description of K˚.
Proposition 5.17. The map v ÞÑ λv “ v
tΣ takes K˚ onto the eigenmeasures of PZ.
Proof. Let λ be an eigenmeasure of PZ and v " 0 with vtPZ “ λvt. As Z “ ZP,
λvt “ vtPZ “ vtPZP “ λvtP ùñ vtP “ vt
so that v is a left Q-eigenvector of CS and vαα is constant for α P A by stochasticity of CS and
primitivity on ergodic classes. As v is strongly semipositive, this implies vαα ‰ 0 and thus v P K.
Now, if u is the vector of initial weights uγ “ µrγs, then
λv “ v
tΣ “ vtPΣ “ vtPZ pΣp0q “ λvtpΣp0q “ λÿ
γPA
vγγuγ “ λvαα
ÿ
γPA
uγ “ vααλ
so that λ “ λw for some w P K. As PZ is strongly semipositively diagonalizable, we can write
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PZ “
ř
λjPj where Pj preserves strong semipositivity as in the proof of corollary 5.15. If v P K
vtΣ “ vtPZ pΣp0q “ÿ λjvtPj pΣp0q “ÿ cjλj
with cj ě 0 by lemma 3.10. Thus the map v ÞÑ λv takes K onto the positive span of eigenmeasures
of PZ. As affine maps preserve convexity, this takes K˚ onto the eigenmeasures of PZ.
As theorem 3.6 gives Σ “ Z pΣp0q, and theorem 3.4 relates Σ and σmax, the following is no surprise.
Corollary 5.18. The maximal spectral type of pXS , µq is equivalent to Πp|Z|q, with Π as in (13).
Proof. First, we note that for each α, β, γ P A, σγγαβ “ σαβ, which can be seen immediately by
comparing the respective Fourier coefficients and using the identities Z “ ZP and Peγγ “ pΣp0q
for γ P A. For x, y P C not both 0, let v “ vγδαβ P C
s2 be the vector with components
vα1β1 “
$&%
x if α1β1 “ γα
y if α1β1 “ δβ
0 otherwise.
Then, as rZ is positive definite, we have for all measurable A Ă Td,
v˚ rZpAqv“ |x|2σγγααpAq ` |y|2σδδββpAq ` xyσδγβαpAq ` yxσγδαβpAq ě 0
“ |x|2σααpAq ` |y|2σββpAq ` xyσ
δγ
βαpAq ` yxσ
γδ
αβpAq ě 0
Let A be such that σααpAq “ 0, and let y “ ´1 in the above, so we obtain:
σββpAq ´ xσ
δγ
βαpAq ´ xσ
γδ
αβpAq ě 0
Letting xÑ ˘8 along the real and imaginary axes we obtain σδγβαpAq “ σ
γδ
αβpAq “ 0, so σ
γδ
αβ ! σαα.
Similarly, fixing x “ ´1, and letting y Ñ ˘8 along each axis shows the same for σββ. Thus,
|Z| “
ř
|σγδαβ | „
ř
α“β |σ
γδ
αβ | `
ř
α‰β |σ
γδ
αβ| „
ř
|σαα| “
ř
σαα
as the σαα are positive measures, and the result follows as a corollary of theorem 3.4.
With the above results established, we can prove Queffe´lec’s theorem 3.15.
Theorem. If S is an aperiodic q-substitution S and λv :“ v
tΣ, then the spectrum of S is
σmax „ ωq ˚
ř
wPK˚ λw
and the measures λw for w P K
˚ are ergodic q-shift invariant probability measures on Td.
Proof. Let S PMA2pCq be the similarity matrix of proposition 5.16, and λi denote eigenmeasures
of PZ. Combining propositions 5.6 and 5.16 with corollary 5.18 and lemma 3.3 gives equivalences
σmax „ Πp|Z|q „ Πp|SZS
´1|q “ Πp|PZ|q “ Π p|W| `
ř
i λiq „
ř
iΠpλiq „
ř
ωq ˚ λi
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Using proposition 5.17 and positivity of measures in λpK˚q gives ωq ˚
ř
i λi „ ωq ˚
ř
wPK˚ λw.
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Notation Quick Reference
Substitutions §1
the alphabet α, β, γ, δ P A, and blocks ω, η P A`
T is the shift, and AZ
d
the full Zd-shift on A
LS is the language, XS the substitution subshift
rαs “ tA P XS : α “ Ap0qu initial cylinders of XS
rωs “ tA P XS : ω ď Au cylinders of XS
µ PMpXS , T q an invariant probability measure
E , T : ergodic and transient classes of S (prop 1.2)
S´npωq: the n-th desubstitutes of ω (def 2.10)
q-adic Arithmetic §2.1
Write k P Zd as rksn ` tkun q
n for n P N
tkun P Z
d is the quotient of k mod qn
rksn P r0,q
nq is the remainder of k mod qn
k “ k0 ` k1q` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kn´1qn´1 ` tkun q
n
kn the n-th q-adic digit of k
ppkq the power of k base q
Carry set ∆npkq “ tj P r0,q
nq : tj` kun ‰ 0u
Configurations §2.2
Rj : AÑ A, instructions of S, Rj : α ÞÑ pSαqpjq
R
pnq
j are the generalized instructions (of S
n)
R
pnq
j “ Rj0Rj1 ¨ ¨ ¨Rjn´1 for j P Z
d and n ą 0
S b S is the bisubstitution, on the alphabet A2
Matrix Representation §2.2
MApCq the AˆA indexed complex matrices
b Kronecker product pAbBqαβ,γδ “ AαγBβδ
pAbBqpCbDq “ pACq b pBDq
RepresentR :AÑA inMApCq byRα,β“
 
1 if α “ Rpβq
0 if α ‰ Rpβq
MS “
ř
Rj the substitution matrix in MApCq
u is a positive combination of Perron vectors of MS
CS “
ř
RjbRj the coincidence matrix inMA2pCq
Spectral Theory §3
νL is Haar measure for L-th roots of unity (11)
ωq is the q-adic support measure
ř
2´nνqn §3.1
zq :“ pzq1
1
, . . . , z
qd
d q for q P Z
d, z P Td
Sq the q-shift z ÞÑ z
q on Td
π the invariant contracted map and Π “
ř
2´nπn
σmax the maximal spectral type of S §1.2
Σ :“ pσαβqαβPA2 the correlation vector §3.2pΣp0q “ řαPA uαeααpΣpkq “ 1
Qn
ř
jPr0,qnqR
pnq
j bR
pnq
j`kpΣptj` kunq
For v P CA
2
, write λv :“ v
tΣ ! σmax
For v P CA
2
its associated matrix v˚ PMApCq §3.3
v " 0 is strongly positive if v˚ is positive semidefinite
K˚ are the extreme points of the spectral hull KpSq
KpSq “ tv P CA
2
: Ct
S
v “ Qv, v " 0, vtpΣp0q “ 1u
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